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AN EXCELLENT
, SERMON HEARD
REV. Z. L. WARREN PREACHED
MORNING AND EVEN-
ING HERE.
DIVINE RETURNED TO
HOME IN LOUISVILLE
SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE
AT FULTON NOVEMBER 1ST
AND 2ND BY WORKERS.
Bishop McCloskey, of Louisville, Re-
turned Home After Holding Ser-
vices Hero—Religious Matters.
Rev. E. L. Warren, of Louisville,
left for home yesterday morning, af-
ter preaching Sunday morning and
• evening at the Cumberland Presby-
terian church. He favorably impressed
he audience as a fervent and earnest
divine as the sermons were some of
the best beard here. The congrega-
tion has as yet done nothing towards
calling a divine to take charge of the
vacant pulpit
Sunday School Institute.
Many members and prominent
• tworkers of the Christian church will
,tneet at Fulton November 1st and
and to discuss the bible school and
its varied interests. Robert M. Hop-
kins of Louisville, state Sunday
school evangelist, will have charge of
the gathering, that will have for
speakers President G. A. Lewellen of
West Kentucky college of Mayfield;
J. K. Bondurant of Paducah; R 0.
Hester and R L. Clark of Mayfield;
G H. V. Stoney of Murray; D. W.
Campbell of Wickliffe; C. E. Moore
of Clinton, and G. W. Gregory. All
Sunday school workers are insited
to participate, and those desiring in-
i ation on the gathering can writegt71 3 C Reid of Fulton.
Sunday School Worker.
Rev. T C Gebauer last night gave
a stereoptkan lecture at the Hebron
enission church of Ri.wlandtown, and
*the place was crowded with those
drawn out to hear his illustrated re-
marks. He is the field worker for the
State Sunday school Association and
Sunday afternoon held a rally at the
First Presbyterian church at which
time many local workers were present
and they talked over their general
work. •
Sunday School Gradsiates.
Sunday morning at close of the
Children's day services at the Broad-
way Methodist church, the primary
class of Miss Luella Smith graduated
to the "intermediate" department.
The schclar• are Katherine Fetch,
Annie Belle Clinard. Gladys Warfield
/*Cary Brown, Tillie Bauer. Maud
Bush, Nellie Love, Louise Bonds,
Bonds, Mart Smith, Harry Dal-
ton, Nolan Terrell, Louis Lee Millard
• Lee. William Phillips, George Bry-
• ant, Clyde Burrrham. Clyde Baker,
Charlie Rhodes, Hall Rose, Bernard
Woolridge, Weaks Smith
Bishop Passed Through City.
Bishop Wm. McCloskey, of Louis-
ville, returned home yesterday, hav-
ing Sunday morning administered the
sacrement of confirmation to a class
at Maxon's Mill. and celebrated mass
St 7:30 o'clock yesterday morning.
'Christian Revival.
"A Walk With God" was preached
on yesterday evening by Rev. Long
. of Union City, Tenn., who is con-
lucting a revival at the Christian
church on West Tennessee street.
• Good-sized audiences are attending.
Forty Hours' Devotion.
This morning at 7:30 o'clock the
'Forty Hours' Devotion" worship,
that commenced at St. Frances de
Sales church at to:3o o'clock Sunday
morning, closes. The members of the
1, church have at different times come
4 .0 the edifice and worshipped. The
devotion is .symbolic of the forty
hours that Christ remained in the
sepulchre, and commenced in 1534 at
Wan, Italy.
4
Rhodes' Cookings.
The Women's Home Mission so-
I elety of the Trimble street Methodist
church has charge of the cooking and
baking today at the Rhodes-Burford
establishment on North Fourth street.
Yesterday the Ladies Aid of the Sixth
and ICentucky avenue Presbyterian
church had charge.
Memorial Services.
Very beautiful and impressive were
the memorial services conducted Sun-
day afternoon at the Broadway 
pAckmo
Methodist church by the Daughters
of the Confederacy, commemorative
of Mrs. Jeff Davis, who died last week
in New York. The members of the
chapter assembled in the lecture room
and entered the church in a body,,
while many veterans were there, in
addition to numerous outsiders. Al-
too:ether :Moot ri Avc-c oreserit and
Rev. T. J. Newell presided. Talks
were delivered by him and Colonel
Richard J. Barber, while the character
sketch of Mrs. Roy W. McKinney had
to 'ac dispensed with on account of
the latter being ill. The remarks
were heard with great relish as they
portrayed the beautiful character of
the deceased who was the widow of
the president of the Confederacy.
Trimble Street Methodist
A revival meeting has been started
at the Trimble street
church by Rev. W. W.
who will conduct sersoices
til the close.
Methodist
Armstrong
nightly un-
BOY WANTS HOME.
Chief Collins Has Bright Lad For
Right Kind of People.
Chiei Jame, Collins of the police
force has at his office a 13-year-old
boy, Harry Miller, who wants a good
home. He is a bright young fellow,
anxious to do right and no trouble
will be had finding him a place. The
boy came here from Sullivan, Ind.,
some months ago with Rev. Alexan-
der Pickering. and the latter had so
mach trouble with his wife of only a
few days that Judge Puryear gave him
24 hours in which to leave town In
his hurry to depart the divinve forgot
the boy, who was left behind without
any home
MURRAY CROWD.
Several Thousand People There Yes-
terday Attending Tobacco
Convention.
One of the largest gatherings ever
witnessed yesterday was that at Mur-
ray, when several thousand people
were in the city attending the big
meeting and barbecue given by the
Tobacco Grower's Association It
seems everybody took advantage of
the assembly, and especially the poli-
ticians who floated there by the
dozen.
—The y-months-old son or /atm
Mack, colored, died Sunday morning
of spinal meningistis seven miles in
the county, ad was buried in the after-
noon at Graves chapel
—Mr. and Mrs. John R. Roberts
have a fine boy baby, born at the
private ward in Riverside hospital.
Mr. Roberts is the well known dry
goods dealer of Broadway.
BLIZZARD IN.
NORTHWEST
SIX INCHES OF SNOW FALLS
IN NORTRERN PART OF
MINNESOTA.
Colorado's Severe Storm is Gradually
Moving Eastward and is Now
Over Kansas.
Duluth, Mum., Oct. 22.—A blanket
of heavy snow, six inches or more,
fell last night in Northeastern Min-
nesota, covering the Vermillion and
Mesaba ranges and extending as far
west as Fosston.
Storm Moving East
Ellis. Kan., Oct. 22.—Colorado's
snowstorm is passing east and prevail
ed today in Western Kansas. Pas-
engers reaching here on belated east-
bound trains report a heavy snow-
storm in progress between Ellis and
Denver, at some points assuming the
proportions of a blizzard, with from
four inches to one foot of snow on
the ground.
Blizzard Has Broken.
Colorado Springs. Oct. an.—The
severe blizzard that has been in
progress for the past forty-eight
hours broke this otiling. Heavy
snow is rep ed in the mountains
ahd trains e somewhat delayed. The
tempera e in Colorado Springs this
morni was fifteen blow zero.
—Yesterday at Lexington, Tenn.,
there was buried John Talley, aged
62, he was -caught and killed Saturday
near the N., C St. L. depot, by a
string of coal chute cars running him
down while he was crossing the track.
CO.
LOST ITS SUIT
JURY 1 THE CIRCUIT COURT
BFCLIGMT TN VERDICT FOR
J. W. HOWELL. •
MOUNT WINST
TWO OVERCOATS
WERE S fOLEN
G. W. WILSON CHARGES THAT
CHARLES TREMAINE TOOK
BOTH.
- MRS* HARDIN WARRANTED
SAL0011ST PEARSON HER BROTHER - IN - LAW
WANTS SUIT OF CHOATE VS. SAM BARKER, COLORED ISGLAUBER TRANSFERRED CHARGED WITH ASSAULT-
TO EQUITY SIDE. ING LEWIS GORE.
Eltie Underwood Filed Suit For Di-
vorce Against Jai-es Underwood,
Married at Metropolis.
The Paducah Packing Company in
the circuit court yesterday lost its
suit against J. W. Howelh whom it
sued upon the ground that Howell
contracted to deliver his tomatoe crop
to the packing company of South
Tenth street, but afterwards refused
to do so.
A judgment for $90.30 against Ed
Pearson, the saloonist, was given in
favor of 'Freidberg and Kahn. It was
for liquors Pearson bought of the
others.
The motion was overruled wherein
pltintiff wanted defendant to execute
it bond for costs in the suit of Mary
Ann Bloodwirth against G. W. Coly-
Cr.
The Central Coal and Iron Com-
pany was given judgment for ;3m.-
50 against G. W. Grubbs who owed
that much for fuel defendant bought
o( the company.
By agreement there was continued
until the next term of court the liti-
gation of the Paducah Cooperage
Company against the Paducah Veneer
and Packing Company. The coop-
erage company sues to recover pos-
session of its ground that concern
contends the vener company has in
charge.
The defendant asked the court to
transefer to the equity docket, the
snit of Emile Choate against James
Glauber, but the court has not yet
acted in the motion. Choate bought
a horse from Glauber represented to
him the beast was in good condition.
Choate sues to recover the money he
gave for the horse. Glauber refusing
to give it back.
The defendant asked the court to
require plaintiff to itemize the ac-
count on which the H. and L. Chase
Bag Company files suit against the
Southern Peanut Company for money
claimed due for bags sold the peanut
C ompany.
The Estey Organ Company was
given judgment for 4.3088o against
Marvin Ragsdale, tise school teacher,
for money claimed due on notes giv-
en as part payment of the piano de-
fendant bought.
Mann Clark was allowed $74.80 for
taking a colored boy to the state re-
form school at Lexington, Ky.
The jury empaneled yesterday by
tl,e judge to try the suits this term
consists of: T. H. Marshall, D. F.
Champy, E. C. Rudolph. B. J. Bill-
ingtory, Lawrence Petter, J. E. Eley,
Daniel Newman, G. W. Thompson, J.
W. Hedges, H. F. Foster, Knox R.
Flournoy, T. J. Davis, R. M. Allen
W. W. Williams W. J. Whitehead,
William Stanley, Fred Gellman, John
Rock, L. Reber, G. W. Webb, J. W.
Newman, J. C. Householder, T. H.
Dale, F. N. Merger, Andy Yopp, J.
W. Spence, J. C. Babb, E. D. Thur-
man, J. H. Council and W. A. Gard-
ner.
Today's Docket
The action docketed for trial to-
day rae as follows: Ed Alexander,
administrator, against the Paducah
City Railway Company for damages
on account of his little girl being run
over and fatally injured by one of
defendant's cars on South Sixth street
one Sunday afternoon last spring;
Collins vs Grasty, over some loan
matters. and Emile Choate against
James A. Glauber for recovery of
money Choate paid Glauber for a
horse Choate claims he afterwards
found was unsound.
•
Sued For Divorce.
Eltie Underwood filed suit for di-
vcrce yesterday against her husband
James Underwood, Jr. They were
married June s tno3 'and he left her
ifinonth-, iretikUnt-bintself
away julY 3, 1903. She wants the di-
vorce and restoration to her maiden
name of Elide Franklin.
Paza Jameson, Negress, Claims Her
Husband Henry Jameson, Does
Not Provide For Her.
Charles Trernaine, a circus man,
was locked up last night by Officers
Johnson and Cross, as was Charles
Grossheart, on the charge of getting
money by false pretenses. They were
wrested down on Broadway.,
G. S.. Wilson, proprietor of the
Marble Hall saloon on Broadway be-
tween First and Second streets.
claims that Arenaaine stole two over-
coats from one of the bedrooms the
saloonist rents out upstairs above his
place to patrons. Tremaine has been
here only a few days and slept above
the saloon. One of the coats belong.
ed to Mr. Wilson and one to his son
L. B. Wilson. Tremaine is accused of
slipping into their room and stealing
the garments, one of which was pawn
ed to Ben Micheal while it is
charged that Tremaine gave the other
to Charles Groashart, who sold it to
Elva Evitts, a colored man.
The garments were taken yesterday
afternoon.
Brother-in-law Arrested Now.
Charles Hardin was arrested yes-
terday at noon by Officer Hurley on
a breach of the peace charge. He ex-
ecuted bond for his appearance be-
fore the police court today.
Hardin is a prominent farmer of
across the, river, and a city official
of Brookport. He is over here at the
side of his brother, John Hardin,
trying to get the latter out of hi;
trouble. John Hardin was arrested
here last Saturday at instance of his
wife who lives over, about Brookport,
and who complained to the police,
liere that her husband had left his
home across the river, come overhere,
and was living with Dovie Dunlap,
colored on South Fourth near Nor-
ton street.. The wife contends the
hsuband brought here with him the
uegress who resided close to them
across the river.
Mrs. Hardin was standing at the
City Hall door yesterday morning af-
tcr there had been called and con-
tinued in the police court the war-
rant she got against her husband and
the negro woman. She claims that
while she stood in the doorway, Chit:-
les Hardin passed and remarked to
her something about knocking "H—"
out of her. She quickly got the war-
rant and the man was arrested. He
claims he passed the woman in the
door, and spoke to her little girl, but
said nothing whatever to the wife of
his brother.
Assault Charged.
Sam Barker, colored, was arrested
last night at Tenth and Husbands
street by Officers Hurley and Senser
who charges him with maliciously as-
saulting Lewis Gore, colored, during
a fight they had last Saturday night
out in that neighborhood.
Husband Warranted.
Paza Jameson, colored, yesterday
got a warrant out against Henry
Jameson, colored her husband whom
she charges with failing to support
her and their child. Jameson will be
arrested today.
Lad Held Over.
Dennis Reed, colored, was yester-
day held over by Judge Puryear to
the juvenile court for investigation.
The boy is the small chap found sev-
eral nights ago at Second and Ken-
tucky avenue by Officers Terrell and
Brennan who found him with sever-
al suits of clothing, underwear and
much other plunder wrapped around
him.
Search Warrant
Some of his household goods being
missing, E. R.__Harrick, the restag-
titnt-'man got -out a search warrant-
Sunday against his brother-in-law.
Grover Frank Levin. of North Tenth
at Barnett street and also one against
his bother-in-law, Mrs. G. W. Rob-
erts and yesterday warrant against
Levan was dismissed while that
against Mrs. Roberts is still pending.
NUTTING PARTIES.
Large Crowds Out Again Sunday
—Woods Full of 'Em.
waus:,
of nutting parties, thousands were out
in different sections. .
It seems that all private rigsa\and
those at the livery stables were en-
gaged, as large crowds could be seen
going out in big transfer wagons, de-
livery vehicles and all mariner of out-
fits.
The parties all found many nuts
this year, but vast inroads are being
made on the supply, as throngs are
out daily gathering them.
HON. POLK
LAFFOON DEAD
A private message to a Paducah
gentleman from Mad.sonville yester-
ch.), stated that Ex-Congressman
Polk Laffoon had died and would be
buried today. He is the father of
Duby Laffoon, candidate for the
thonocratic nomination for state
treasurer.
MET HIS DOOM.
Gray Wolf Beat to Death by Board
in Hands of Wiliam James
Sunday.
Sunday morning W. R. Davis, of
Twenty-ninth and Tennessee street
went out in his back yard and saw
standing there the gray wolf that has
terrorized that section of the city
and county for several weeks. He
picked up a board and started for the
beast which leaped at Davis' who
caught the animal full in the side with
the plank. The 'brute ran away, fol-
lowed by everybody in the neigh-
tokhood, and circled around until it
came again to Davis' yard when the
latter's son emptied both barrels of
his shot gun into the animal's should-
ers. This did not bring down the
beast, which continued running
through the neighborhood until beat
to death by Will NNW wit% a board.
It is a genuine gray wolf.
—The railroad employes of the I.
C., caboose department believe a den
of moccasin snakes exist in the water
under the building floor, as two rep-
Hes have been killed in the past
week.
STOCK SOLD
UNDER HAMMER
B. H. SCOTT BOUGHT IN THE
W. R. HAYES DRUG STOCK
FOR $475.
Cecil Reed Made Trustee of the John
Ballinger Bankruptcy Estate—
Other Counts.
Deputy Sheriff Hume Ogilvie yes-
terday morning sold the drug stock
of the Hayes Drug Compaay at Sev-
enth and Broadway, the goods being
bought in by B. H. Scott, for $475,
which is just a little above the
claim Mr. Scott had agaiast the com-
pany for rent of the building they
occupied. and which he owned at that
corner. The goods were sold under
the distress warrant taken out in Jus-
tice Emery's court several weeks ago.
.•••••••••••••
Trustee Selected.
Attorney Cecil Reed has been se-
lected as the trustee-1'6r the John Bal-
ling bankrupt estate at Benton. The
choice was made by the creditors dur-
ing their meeting held Saturday by
Referee 13agby.
Magisterial Court.
Justice John J. Bleich convened
his magisterial court yesterday morn-
ing, setting dates for trial of the re-
spective suits on his docket None
were disposed of yesterday that
amounted to anything.
•444114411/146
bankrupt's Petition.
_YiansHite. . of_ _Fancy. _IP
CriSrea —c-oility-, 'files a petition - in
bankruptcy yesterday, giving, liabili-
ties of $117.50 No Paducah mer-
chant is among tire creditors.
IRE CITY
WIPED OUT
RALVADAR RAVAGED IW
CHUTO CRATER.
RUIN SPREADS OVER
THE ENTIRE COUNTRY
PANCHINALCO REPORTED TO
HAVE BEEN TOTALLY
OLITERATED.
Former Fertile Slopes of Mown.
tarn Are Black With
Devastation.
San Salvador, Oct. 22. —The whole
country has been ravaged by water. -
which belched forth irom Chuto vul-
van°.
Hundreds of persons lust their livesin the terrific storm that swept Saa
Salvador.
It is impossible yet to even attempt
to estimate the number oi dead.
Although only scattered reportshave been re...eived from the interior
of the republic, they tell a story of
widespread devastation.
Most remarkable of all the reportsis that telling of the fate of the town
of Panchinalca, which was situated
near the slopes of the volcano Chula.
The town was totally obliterated.
On the slopes of the mountain
where before were fertile fields, nowis all black devastation.
Along the coast there was wide-
spread damage of shipping, especially
among small craft. Many of these
small boats were wrecked and sunk
and their crews drowned.
Between Corinto and Amapala the
schooner Azelene, which was laden
with many passengers and a large
crew, sunk and all on board perished.
Floods have swept the cemeteries a
many of the small hill towns and
scores of bodies washed from their
graves, are floating about in the
otreenas or kit both and dry when theI flood waters receded.
Meager news received from Hon-duras tells of great damage by the
sto.m there. It is reported that sev-
eral of the railroads have been wash-
ed out and rendered useless for miles.
Every possible measure for the re-l'ef of the sufferers in Salvador is be-ing taken. Many districts have yetto be heard from.
W‘tbout any warning during the
bight o fthe storm the volcano vomit-
ed tons of sulphur
-impregnated water,
which swept down the mopntain side,
carrying everything before it.
Isolated Fineas were steitipt bare
and the inhabitants drowned before
they could escape. The great flood
of volcanic water cugulified Panchin
alco like a tidal wave and when it had
rushed past down the valley the few
inhabitants who had taken refuge on
the hillside found that their homes
arid the entire village and its peoplehad been annihilated.
In other districts of Salvador the
,storm played terrible havoc. In Coat--
epeque more that'll one hundred per-
sons were drowned in the rush of
flood water. Many other towns were
completely swept away and scores of
others partially destroyed. In each
there was more or less loss of life
and the grand total will run into km-
&reds.
TWO-HOUR EARTHQUAKE
SHARES BED OF THE SEA
Tutuila Seismograph Records Disturb
ance Worse Than Valparalso's
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 22. —An
earthquake of greater violence than
that which destroyed Valparalso wag
recorded on the seismograph of the
German Observatory at Tutuila,
port of the Samoan group. The news
was brought by the liner Ventura.
The 'instrument records a severe dis-
turbance about 3,000 kilometers away
which lasted two hours. It is
thought to have taken place far out
at sea.
—Yesterday twenty-seven "board
ing cars" were sent out of here t
Woodstock, Tenn., and the Nashville
division, for use as living quarter,s by
the railroad section hands.
7-Pcob HaTgf..44h4.--i-anisvitle (Uri- .-
sion of the T. C., was brought here
Sunday for hospital treatment of the
bad bruises sustained by a handcar.
running over him.
•
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_ WELL KNOWN LADIES THROWN
OUT BY FRIGHTENED HORSE
L.
THE SPIRITED ANIMAL TRAMPLED UPON MRS. JOHN S.
BLEECKER WHO WAS OUT DRIVING WITH LADY FRIEND
AT TIME IN ARCADIA—DR. PURDY IS GETTING MUCH BET-
TER, BEING RATIONAL AT PERIODS—GEORGE SNIDER IN-
JURED BY HORSE THAT BECAME SCARED AT PASSING AU-
TOMOBILE SUNDAY AFTERNOON. ..
SEEKS TO REPEAL IT'S REALLY
15TH AMENDMENT TOO BAD!
GOV. VARDAMAN HAS PLAN-
NED TO NULLIFY LAW GIV-
ING NEGRO EQUALITY.
DUKE AND DUCHESS OF
MARLBOROUGH ARE
ESTRANGED.
0,...—....-si- Hopes to Be Elected to United States W. K. VanderbiltActing as Peace-
Senate So He May Argue maker Between Daughter and
Mrs. John S. Bleecker is lying at well against the seriousness of his for His Desires. Her Husband.
her residence on North Fifth near wound which is healing on his fore-
1.-acl. For a wlide it looked like .heMadison street in a very badly
would pass away the first night fol- Chicago, Oct. 22.—Announcement Paris, Oct. 22.—Disagreements he-ist uised and injured condition, as re- lowing the shooting, but skilled med- of a carefully planned campaign to tween the duke and duchess of Mak-
stilt of being thrown from her buggy lea: treatment relieved the situation secure the repeal of the Fifteenth borough, which have been prolonged
yesterday afternoon about 3 o'clock snd he is gradually getting better, amendment to the constitution of the over a period of eighteen months, or
while out driving in front of the res- junging from his present condition United States—that which gives the more. English society is convinced
it:knee of Hon. Given Campbell in the doctors know of no cause why negro equality with the white man will result in their separation unless
'Arcadia. She was accompanied at he should not recover if complications as a citizen—was made by Gov. James the earnest efforts now being made
the time by Mrs. Lloyd Boswell who do nat set in. K. Vardaman of Mississippi, who was by the father of the duchess and
was not hurt. in Chicago today attending the rail- other relative, result in a reconcilia-Opinion continues dIvided about
The two ladies were driving along
the country road, when a runaway Dr. Purdy made as if to draw his re- Gov. Vardaman, who is seeking 
tion.
K. Vanderbilt, the father of the
at affair, some witnesses claiming way surgeons' convention.
election to the United States senate, duchess, arrived in London on Tues-horse came dashing down the high- volver, while others say he made no 
'way at breakneck speed. The flight motion whatever, and the shooting declared 
that if he won a member- day, and went directly to Blenheim,
ox this beast scared the horse be- ship in the .upper house of congress where his daughter is with her chil-was uncalled for on part of McCuf he. would make his fight on the floor dren. The duke is not at Blenheim,longing to Mrs. Bleecker, and it loni. 
plunged around in such a manner that of that body, believing that he had and all negotiations for a reconcilia-tion have been conducted through Mr.the lady was thrown and fell right the support of the entire 
South.
underneath the beast, which trampled T 
lie insisted that a crisis in the re- Vanderbilt.
hrown From Rig. lation of the races in the Southern Incompatibility is the only reasonon her badly. Fortunately no bones 
were broken. George Snider, of the St. John sec- states was at hand, and that the prob- assigned for the strained relations ex-
Word was quickly sent to the city t on of the county, is confined at his 
lem of white supremacy or black isting between the duke and his
and Mr. Bleecker, who is manager of home as result of his horse throw-
domination should be settled at once. duchess. This has become more acute
the traction company, and the doc- ing 'him from his buggy Sunday af-
"I favor, unqualifiedly and without during the past eighteen months, and
reserve, the abrogation of the fifteenth they have been apart for increasinglytors quickly huried to the scene in ternoon near Wallace park in Ar- amendment of the constitution," said long periods. The duke's relationsseveral automobiles furnished by cadia, and breaking his arns Gov. Vardaman. while with his wife's family have not beenForeman brothers. Her escape from concussion of the brain evidences it- through the United cordial 'for some time, chiefly due, itdeath,under the animal's feet is some- self. 
"It is my hope,
. States senate, to demonstrate to the is said, to the disappointment to histhing miraculous. She will be con- Judge Richard Lightfoot and lam- nation that there is only one prac- expectations caused by the secondfined quite a while as result of the 'IY were out taking a spin in their tical way of settling this matter, and marriage of W. K. Vanderbilt.
accident. It could not be learned Mr. Snider automobile, and pass that is by plainly showing the negro
whose horse it was that ran away 
ed
who was driving near the park. Just The Duke. according t,i all ac-
Duke Dislikes Americans.
his proper place in our system of gov-
and scared the other, after they got by the Snider horse ernment. counts, is not blessed with a verybecame scared and plunged in such a "The race question must be settled, amiable temper and affect. an in-
Physician Much Better. way the occupant was dumped out and that very soon. It can not be tense dislike for Americans. which is
Dr. A. H. Purdy. of Kuttawa, con- and m disposed of. however, until the na-int- d in the manner mentioned. most trying to.the duchess. who has
Critics lying very low as result of be. The judge passed him slowly, and tion as a whole has been convinced many American friends of whom she
ing shot by City Marshal Win. Mc- noticing the accident, immediately that there is a distinction bets een the is fond.
Cullom of that city last Friday. The stopped his machine and rendered all white race and the black 
. Nothing annoyed the Di ke ..,) much
"The laws now specifically recoil- as the frequently printed reports otinjured man thinks he was riding ad possible to Mr. Snider. who was
a horse and got throvrn. causing his carried into the home of Mrs. W. R. nize the difference between the white h's having received magi' sicent pres-
periods' 
man and the Indian, the Chinaman,
neglected an opportunii. to deride
ents from his father-in-las He neverinjuries. He is conscious only at Hudnall where Dr. Jeff Robertson ad- the Eskimo or the Malay. There isand while part'ally rational nimistered madical attention. just as wide a gap between the white these rumors. When SunderlandSunday remarked that he had been Yesterday morning Undertaken house was built it w- : publishedthrown from his horse while riding Guy Flance carried Snider from the man and the. 
negro.
that this was being don with moneyfrom Eddyville and got badly hurt. Hudnall home, to the injured man's 
Negroes Irresponsible.
furnished by W. K. Vii •derbilt as aThe doctors now have great hopes residence further out, using the am- 
"The negroes in the South. notwith-
Christmas present to t' e duke andof his recovery, as he is holding out bulance to do so. 
standing the millions of dollars we
i have spent in attempting to educate duchess.
 
them, are becoming more irresponsi- The duke, angered by the publica-
'- 
ble, more disrespectful of law and tion, gave out a sharpls-worded de-
more animal-like in their characters
and desires." 
nial in which he intimated that W. KMEMORIAL CONCRETE Vanderbilt had never given either
"How will the abrogation of the himself or the duchess anything be-
COMMITTEES fifteenth amendment' change condi-I BASE WORK tions?" was asked. Heredity Enters Into Case.yond the marriage settlemets."It will simply place the negro Close friends of the duke say he is l
where he belongs," replied the gov- one of those men who could never be
! ernor. "The criminal instinct which contented or consistenly agreeable,is daily becoming more rampant is and that the question of money reallyELKS BODY MET LAST NIGHT ENTRANCE ADORNMENTS ARE 
AND ASSIGNED WORK TO I NOW BEING ARRANGED 
an outcropping of the desire to attain need trouble them t t at all. if /t
social equality, fostered by the pres- were not for the other “surce5 of dis-MEMBERS. ON SIXTH. ent legal equality, which the amend- agreement. Believers iti the doctrinement compels. of heredity point out e.at the duke's
The 
"If I go to the senate there will be father and mother boei displayed in-The Red Men's Committee Gathers in ...e Leaves Are Being Piled Upon an opportunity to speaks to the entire compatibility in their theory.Night or Two and Prepares for the Old Flower Beds and
Their Exercises. Burned. 
nation. The North will know what The two children, the Marquis ofthe South already knows, that the Blandford and Lord Ivor Spenserclimax of the situation is at hand. It Churchill are, of course, a powerfulwill come to appreciate that Thomas deterrent to the separation of theLast evening the arrangements Yesterday morning the workmen Jefferson was not speaking of the duke and duchess. Their friendscommittee, preparing for the Elks' commenced building the concrete negro when he said that all men were sincerely hope that as reconcilliation ' memorial service, held a meeting at stone base for the bronze figures created free and equal. He knew may be effected, although it is saidtie lodge rooms on North Fifth that go at the Sixth street entrance then that the negro was a mere chat- that the family of the duchess hasstreet and work was assigned each of to the county courthouse, and it will tel." foreseen theultimate result for sev-the committeemen in pre.paring the take a day or two to get them corn- "How soon do you expect this cri- eral years.is"
cur the first Sunday in Dece'mber, of the walk leading to the building, 
s?
"It is nearly due," replied Gov.
and duchess have beci so much be-
• program for the ceremonies that oc- pleted. A base goes upon each side Because of the fact that the duke
and are commemorative of the dead Vardaman. "The matter of white sti - fore the public since their marriage,and on top of these will be placed prernacy or black domination in thebrethren who have passed away since the two bronze figures of little boys. South is at fever heat, and the sooner the report of their di agreement andthe first Sunday of last December. Those at the Seventh street entrance possible separation, r -aurally spreadthe North and the West realize thisEvery committeeman was given have been completed and look very 'ety.quickly in Londonthe better it will be for the nation."charge of certain features of the pro- nice.
gram, and they will report at a meet- Jailer James Eakef has a large ENTIRE TRAIN LEAVES RAILSling to be held Thursday night just force of prisoners out on the court- ENDS HIS LIFE AFTERbefore the lodge gathering. As yet house square,. scraping up the thick FAILURE OF HIS BANK Kansas City Flyer Wrecked Whileneither the main orator of the day crating of leaves covering the •sur-
Running at Full Speed.nor other persons have been decided f: cc. The piles are heaped upon the Head of Big London Firm Throwson. flower beds from which most of the
Himself in Front of a MovingThe committee that is to prepare plants have , been moved inside the Train.Brandsville, Mo., October 22.—A
'Frisco as,enger train.fi known as thefor the Red Men's memorial exercises building. The leaves are burned and 
Kansas City Flyer. left the rails herewill hold a meeting sometime this the withered plants gotten rid of. London, Oct. 22.—P. MacFayden, Saturday while running. at full speed,week and make all arrangements, as The trees devoid of their green head of MacFayden & Co., bankers and the entire train was tarried overthese services occur next Sunday leaves, and the beds without any flow whose suspension was 'announced on its side. Engineer Underwoodat the Broadway Methodist church. erg, -the courthouse laws presents Saturday, committed studde within was injured slightly, and the fireman.quite a different appearance as corn- an hour after posting the notice of whose name has not been learned,pared with its beauty of the summer the failure on the door of the bank, was badly scalded. Six passengersBURTON STARTS FOR PRISON time, by throwing himself before a train were hurt, no one dangerously. 'in a tunnel about half a mile away St. Louis. October aa.—At the officei Friends Bid Former United States from his place of business, of the general manager of the 'Frisco
;
Senator a Hearty Adieu. - JUDGE REFUSES INJUNCTION Mr. MacFadyen appears to have Road here it was stated that about I' gone direct from his bank to a sta- fifteen persons were injured in theAbilene, Kan.. Oct. 22. —Joseph tion of the City and 'South London wreck at Brandsville, MO., Saturday,
1
Ralph Burton, former United States 
to six months in the county jail at) From Ambush. 
Kentucky State Primary Will Be
railway, to have entered the tunnel but none seriously. The trainsenator from Kansas, whose sentence I Held on November 6—Shot wasiarobserved and deliberately lain the Kansas City Flyer,' bound for 
down in front of an approaching train, Kan5as City from Memphis.
pared to go to prison. He was ac-
he will cuit Judge Jolwi M. Galloway, at this
place Saturday refused to grant an
injunction to restrain the democratic
bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 22.—Cir-
----
lated body, which today Was identi-
fied as that of Mr MacFadyen.
over an obstruction in the tunnel, and ,
a search revealed a shockingly muti-',
The engineer lreported haring run!
Members of Warring Kentucky NISI-
TWO VICTIMS OF A FEUD
... 'MK • 
L.
I 
where, on this morning,
the United States supreme court left
Ironton, Mo., recently was upheld by
his home here today fir St. Louis, 11
svirrender to the distriet court pre-
I 
numerous townsmen called upon Mr.
Burton's incarceration. Last evening
Burton at his home here to bid him
adopted daughter, who win take up
their residence in Ironton during Mr.
companied by Mrs. Burton and their ,
. the primary to nominate candidates
executive committee from holding
rendered immediately after the close
for state ofice and also a candidate
for United States senator. Judge
Giillov.:ay, in his 'pinion. which was cotton* market, but as Mr. MasFadyen
of Madras, was connected with the
was the sole partner in Europe ilf is
P. .MacFadyen & Co., the London
house of Arbuthnot & Co.. bankers,
lt is ritmored that the failure of .
more victims have been added to the
long list claimed by the Brown fam-
Lexington, •Ky,, Oct.' 22,—Two
Wounded.
ily is Killed and Mother
ill
ml and laughingly said: "I've paid
my laundry bill and looked'after some
adieu. He seemed thoroughly cheer- of argument by the attorneys, hem.
that the abrogation,of the rule requir-
ing voters-in the primary to d'isclos'e
1.1 difficult to obtain information on the ily feud, which has gaded desultorily 
NEW PRESIDENT
subject.
. 
in Fletcher county for years,
clash of the two factions. Saturday
News 'has just reached here of a INSURE wrrmr- --
AP
other small matters, but I don't sup- how they had voted in the congres-
Henry Drown and the wounding af BEBOUTpose that would interest the public." sicnal race removed the only objec- WORLD W. C. T. U. atfernoon, resulting in the death of 1.4 • 1.4,
[
) )
t Perhaps the advance in the price of
F ' 
ire ilittirt off.
ber of friends were at the station to
further action to prevent the holding
(rifler: representing 04 plaintiff, m --
lieci ' in their suit, are unavailing.
wounds on which the republican at-
so tess , of Carlisle was chosen president
of tie World's W. C. T. U. Saturday
to succeed Lady Henty Somerset, a5 to what •,all he done with ex-
Boston. Mass.,;.fiet.. 22--The Cottna
vention at Boston.
the number wholly free from worry
yet . been made.
Mr. Roosevelt seems to be among
Today When Mr. Burton and his tion which cOuld have been raised to! Countess of Carlisle Chosen by COn- Mrs. Elihu Drown. No arrests have asfamily departed for St. Louis a num- the primary, and that the other
shoes is due to the abolition of rail- of the primary on November 6 can
i 
who presider's.—Philadelnhia Ladsrer.
road passes.—Atlanta Constitution. be taken. .. ... declined 
re-election.
,
"Savint Money..
ils"a.
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling.Up
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0000000000 •••••••••••••••••••• 001.110.111•000 
Start Today to Save a Little
$1. Will Start You. -
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Banks
227 Broadway
WHERE DID YOU BUY
YOUR
 PIANO?
sac
.v
at
Baldwin's.
They Make Them
W. T. Miller,;
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He and Nis Brother Have a Large New Stock at held
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER. RE
Abram L. Weil & C
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Life, Liability, Stearn Boller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 360. Residence Phone 7
S.
Paducah Transfer Compan
(Incer psraSsd.)
GENERAL CARTAGE', BusiNg 
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING PESIEHT, MACH'
BHT P•14111 HOUSEHOLD 090138.
OilEISE SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUP'•
e Fever
•••
Season
Has few terrors for she r44441414 who holm is equipped with
Modern Sanitary'
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating
Ed D.Hanna
THE PROMP T PLUMBER,
323 Kautaclqy Avenue. Iv South I ourth Street. Beds Padre
General" nsurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—ResW
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EMP HIS CONFERENCE CON-
VENES IN THREE WEEKS
• REV. T. 5. NEWELLFORMERLY WORSHIPED THE MLTHODIST
CONGREGATION OF FORT WORTH, TEXAS, AND IT
WOULD NOT BE SURPRISING IF HE WAS TRANSFERRED
TO THE TEXAS CONFEREN CE—IT IS NOT IMPROBABLE
THAT SOME OTHER CHANG ES MAY BE MADE AS REGARDS
THE PADUCAH PREACHERS .—INTEREST AS TO WHO WILL
BE NEXT PASTOR OF BROA DWAY CHURCH.
r Everywhere over this portion of
Kentucky and Tennessee the Metho-
alit congregations are preparing for
the annual meeting of the Memphis
conference, which gathers at Ripley,
Tenn., three weeks from tomorrow
for a five or six days' session, during
it will he decided .at what
atpints the preachers shall he stationed
libr the ensuing year. The board of
'deacons for the Broadway Methodist
church held a meeting last evening
and wound uri considerable business
in getting in proper condition their
worts for the approaching session.
It is not improbable that some
changes may result in connection with
the Paducah ministers. One is bound
to ,'cur, that of Rev. T. J. Newell
:who is now winding up his four year's
connection with the Broadway
would like to secure the services of
Rev. Newell who it is understood will
be transferred to the Texas confer-
ence by the Memphis gathering at
Ripley. The Fort Worth church is a
very large and important one.
Rev Peter Fields has been stationed
at the Third street Methodist church
for two years now, and rumors are
that the conference may sena him to
the Lexington district as presiding
elder. He is a man of great force
and would be in position to accom-
plish a vast amount of additional
good in a place of this kind.
It would not be surprising if dur-
ing the Ripley session Rev. W. W.
Armstrong, of the Trimble street
Methodist church, was put in charge
on one of the congregatiOns at Mem-
phis, where progressive and vigorous
Methodist church as pastor. Tile preachers arc always in demand.
church law does not permit any divine The conference will be presided
to he stationed at the same place for over by Bishop W K. Duncan, who
a period longer than four consecutive resides at Spartanburg, South Caro
year., therefore his station here can- lina, and is one of the most renowned
not be longer continued. It would
I .5:it be surprising if Dr. Newell was ,
transferred to the Texas conference'
during the session of the conference,1
ohs ,everal weeks ago while he was
South upon his vacation, he
worshiped with the leading Methodist
church of Fort Worth, which is !n
need of a pastor to take the pulpit
paade vacant by resignation of Rev.
iOr Monk, who himself was trans-
ferred to the Louisville conference a
few weeks ago, and took charge of the
pulpit of the leading congregation
there. The latter succteded Dr Pin-
son, the widely known divine who
was elected missionary secretary dur-
ing the general Methodist conferencr
held this spring in Birmingham, Ala.
The Fort Worth congregation
 •
members of the college of bishops.
The "host of the conference" will be
Rev. Warner Moore, Sr, who is pas-
tor of the Ripley church, and was
formerly presiding elder for the dis-
trict including Paducah.
The annual session of this confer-
ence is a theme of deep interest to
thousands of Methodists who live in
this portion of the two states, as it
decides where the ministers shall he
.tationed for the ensuing twelve
months,
Much interest is being taken as to
who will be the next pastor of the
Broadway church here, and also to
who will be assigned to the other
congregations, if the rumored changes
are made.
REGISTRATION STEAMER STRIKES
BOOK COPIES AN OLD MINE
CLERK SMEDLEY NOW HAVING
TRANSCRIPTIONS MADE
40 OF BOOKS.
property Sold and Deeds Lodged
With Clerk—One Marriage
License Issued.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley now
bar, his deputies copying the registra-
tion books used at the regular and
sepplemental registration in this city
list Tuesday and two weeks previous
In that date. The law requires the
clerk to keep on record in his office an
exact copy of the books, showing thc
names, residence and politics of every
voter registering. These documents
are kept in the office for official ref-
rn".
Licensed To Marry.
• , The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
ries; license to Miss Hattie Berger
and Abe Anspacher of this city.
Property Sold.
Property on Ashcraft avenue has
been sold by J. D. Reeder to L V.
Brookwell for $750. and the aced filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
Land in the county has been bought
by L T. Phelps from J. D. Kirkpat-
tick for $fioo.
Josie L Keebler sold to J. D. Reed-
er f $600 property on Ashcrafe av-
enue.
Mollie Champion transferred to J.
. Patterson for $1,000 land in the
county.
W. C. O'Bryan sold to R. B. Rich
Adson for $6o property in (5'Bryan'sdition to the city.
Fatal Railroad Accident
Mount Sterling, Ky. Oct. ra,—Bert
Smith, engineer; Joe Derricicson,
lumberman, and Conductor Lith were
lulled b ya train jumping the track
on the Mountain Central railway,
Oar Campton, Ky. Three other men
were fatally hurt. Smith lost control
toe4 f his engine going down a steep
a
,
• 
Wouldn't It Be Great?
" 'Sprinkle, sprinkle. little car!
How T wonder where you are,
Certainly 'twould be a treat
-• Just to see you on the street.
-..-
7,;(5—en-We a r fs full of dust,
'Minding us at every gnat,
'Why not show your little spray?
Sprinkle, scirinkle. every day,
—Louisville Post
'As the Cubans now see it the land-
ing of Columbus was nothing to the
lirfdin of Taft—Detroit Free Press.
— '
e•,
OLD RELIC OF RUSSO-JAP-
ANESE WAR CAUSES
DESTRUCTION.
Mine Had Been Wandering 'Round
in Ocean Since the
Late War.
Vladivostok, Oct. v.—The hull of
the steamer Warjagin was struck by
a mine yesterday which had been
floating since the close of the Rus-
sian-Japanese war.
The explosion which followed was
terrific. Of aoo passengers and crew
only one saved his life. • The passen-
gers and crew had no chanse what-
ever to escape, owing to the sudden-
ness of the disaster
The mine was seen by the lookout
on the steamer, who thought it mere-
ly a log and not worth reporting to
the officer on deck.
The hull of the steamer vas torn
completely in two. A frightful panic
followed in which women and chil-
dren were crushed and trample on
and killed.
In less than four minutes after the
explosion the vessel sank. Only one
man later was taken from the rigging.
The steamer was a wooden vessel
used in the coasting trade. She had
picked up passengers in several ports.
CAVALRY TO CAPTURE UTES
Troops Leave Nebraska Fort to
Round up Wandering
Indians.
Crawford, Neb., Oct. 22. —Troops
A and D and a detachment of troops
B and C of the Tenth cavalry were
entrained today for Ghlette to compel
the return of the Ute Indian band
now in that neighborhood to the re-
servation. Orders for the movement
of troops were issue Saturday morn-
ing and the Burlington had the train
ready that day. Major Grier;on has
command of the troops.
geeng and Talking by Wire.
The televue, which enables a person
seated at a telephone to see the per-
son With whom he is talking at the
other end of the line, is described as
something ingenious, Tither than prac
ticable. However, that is what they
said of the telephone when Professor
Bell was first experimenting with it,
and it is the skeptical cerdict which
is generally passed upon all re-
markable inventions when they are
first introduced the the world. Later
on the startling invention of today
becomes the instrument of general
utility tomorrow. So doubt we shall
see as well as hear you later.—Boston
Herald. OMNI
MONTHS BEFORE I
HE GETS WELL
FRANK DARGAL CANNOT
MOVE FASTER THAN A
HOBBLE YET.
Case Against Hardin Davis, Colored
Comes Up Today at Cairo, but
Mr. Dargal Does Not Attend.
Although it has been months since
Mr. Frank Dargal got shot in the
ankle at Cairo, it will be the first of
next year before he is able to re-
sume his duties .as plumber at, the
c,tablishrnert of Fourth an4
Kentucky avenue. He can walk with
a cane, buelt is very painful and the
gait attained is no faster than a
hobble.
Not until today will there be called
at Cairo the case charging Hardin
Davis, the negro, with doing the
shooting. Davis fell out with the
street car conduct iiii over his fare, and
pulling his gun, sent several bullets
into the conductor's body. Dargal
was on the car at the time and caught
a bullet in his ankle the bone being
badly shattered. He does not have to
go down to give any testimony as
there were plenty of others who saw
the shooting, and who are in Cairo,
therefore hte Paducahan has not been
summoned as a witness.
The Cairo circuit court docket
shows this case to be the first one up
today.
GAMBLING THE CAUSE
OF RUIN
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct 22.—Clinton B.
Wray, teller, and Clifford S. Nixon,
bookkeeper of the Union Trust com-
pany, were today sentenced to eight
years in the penitentiary. They had
pleaded guilty to stealing more than
$125tioo, but their own statements
showed the amount was nearer $400,-
Wray, when called for sentence,
said that for more than three years
he and Hixson had stolen from the
truat company an average of $10.000
a month. Of this amount they had
lost more than jaso.000 in the bucket
shop; operated by Edward T. C.
Slease and Thompson and McCon-
nell.
Loot at Games in Swell Club.
Wray said he had lost a large sum
gambling in the Randall club. This
is the swell Democratic social and
marching organization of Pittsburg
Whenever a Democratic president or
governor is elected the Randall club
is very much in evidence at the in-
auguration Its membership includes
many wealthy men
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
woss has already used"ordinary"
spices. Our spices are pure.
and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and Sue flavors which
nature alone can give. Us*
them in your canning pickling
and preserving.
J. O. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
1••••. 
DR.. HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity, Building.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Resistor Building
523 t-a Broadway, Paducah, By
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTISS:
Abstrasting of Thies,
Insurance, Corporation and
Baal Estate Law.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Olios and Residence, Rooms 3 and •
Columbia Building
Phone 1041--Red
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephece 377.
Hixson shed tears while telling his Dr• SidneY
story to the court. He said he got DENTIST.
the craze for speculation nearly four
years ago, beginning with his own
money. He soon lost all his savings
and then began usig the funds of the
trust compay in the hope of recoup-
ing. Losing almost continuously, he
and Wray stole more than $to,ocio
some months and the thefts would av-
erage that amount a month for three J. C. Flournoy
years or more. Both men said they
did not have a cent of the stolen mon-
Nan one
Smith
Office over Globe Bank aid Trost
Co., sci6 Broadway.
Cecil Re
FlOURNOY & REED
ey left when they were arrested. LAWYERS.
Judge Flays Bucket Shop Men.
Judge James S. Young, before pro-
Rooms so, is and 12, CO1 tialuia Bldg.nouncing sentence, said: "It is very
evident these bucket shop operators, PADUCAH, FY.
knowing the positions these young
me Occupied and the salaries they
commanded, knew the source of the
money they were spending, yet they
led them, on. I can concei4e of no
greater crime than this and have the
greatest contempt for these people. I
wish they were before me instead of
thse young men for whose downfall
they are responsible. The sentence
must necessarily be severe, so as to be
a lesson to those similarly employed
in moneyed institutions."
Assistant District Attorney John S.
Robb said this evening that he ex-
pected to institnte proceedings against
all the persons and places named by
Wray as participating in the proceeds
of the robbery.
Wray and Hixson secured the mon-
ey by checking against what are
known as "dead accounts"—accounts
which are seldom drawn upon—and
then destroying the checks. The dis-
covery of the defalcation was made
purely by accident. The Union Trust
company tried to keep the defalcation
secret, but when that was found im-
possible publicly announced that the
defalcation had been charged up to
"profit and loss." The company is OFFICE 120 MONTH FIFTH
one of the strongest financial concerns
in Pittsburg.
• ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky,
DR. R. F. 11EARNI
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Imo MONTH FIFTH STREET
Bothn Plumes 395
Office hours abo so a. a., t isg
p. a, sod y to 9 p. es.
JEALOUS. SHOOTS HIS WIFE.
Indiana Man Then Turns Revolver on
- Himself With Fatal Effect?
s
Bourbon, Ind., . Oct. 22.—John
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
TELEPHONES:
Residense 296 Office sp
NOTICE.
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hind
Sponseler fatally shot his wife this STOVES AND FURNITURE
morning and then fired two,_bnllets Buy anything and mil srverythiag.
into his own brain He was jealous sa-soo Court Straet: Old Phone
df his wife's love for their children, 1316A.
he being separated from h
less.
for three years because he was shift- i
11601111NO WAGON IN CONNIIIC-
!Clem irransiola Subscribe For The RegisterTION. o
is family:
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Alfortville Veterinary school (Paris, France) also
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter member of
the Ohio Vetelinary Medical Association. Will treat ctentifically with the
latest improved instruments and up to date treatment of all diseases of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompson Transfer Co., Roth "phones 337.
tt=itt-ittlitnuttutstmatlN3EDMINIMOISEUXIISUMB=r 
est Continuous Honest
PAWN BROKER
he city. Money,Loaned
Valuables.
`wow' 1a-4
io6 SOUTH SECOND.
.& • `41
1
• ** • • • • •
" 044 NO • 4444 4414. ..... .
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUI/ NAACE &  SON
UNDERTAKE R-1 AND rifTIALNEItS
te Ambulancei tor sick and injured;only
Office-afidi•eildence airSOuth-- 3rd Street
Phona-• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah at the
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat tons and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn-
ing Register office at 323 Broadway, where the public is invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
TIE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITATITS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLESPIENY CITY, 11%.
ATI ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLE.
COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
covn4GTON, KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
D/IIITRICT OF COLUMBIA
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFVERSONVILLE,
KANSAS CITY, KAS.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, WINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
" 4X
DIRECTORY FQR 19.36-o7 ON
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register ffice, 523 Broadway
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Cooking a Part of Education.
The severant girl problem is
serious at this time, that it does
take a prophet to foretell what
conditions will be ten years from
now. The housekeepers of 
today
spend fully one-third of their 
time in
the kitchen or in putting their 
homes
in order, even when they are 
finan-
cially able to employ help at go
od
wages. Many cooks and house
-girls,
of all races, either work in the 
fac-
tories or have discovered how to 
get
along without working, and as a 
con-
sequence it often occurs that house-
hold help cannot be obtained 
for
love or money. •
We do not think a young girl's edu-
cation is complete until she beco
mes
proficient in the art of cooking and
keeping house, and the parent who
suffers the daughter's education to be
neglected in that respect inflicts an
injustice upon her.
It may be that the day will never
come, when as a wife those duties
may actively devolve upon her, 
yet
the knowledge will prove of valise to
her every day in the year. To 
our
mind, in less than ten years it will
be a case of doing the work 
yourself
or live in a hotel or boarding 
house.
In order to meet the conditions 
be-
fore us and as a means to solve 
the
problem, we expect in the next few
years to see the study of domestic
science introduced into the public
high schools atiel made a part of the
education of the pupils. When that
is done, we have another suggestion
to make and it is this: Instead of
making the commencement exercises
an occasion on which the young peo-
ple treat the public to dissertations
on subjects with which they are not
familiar, let them discard that ern
bitasting feature, and tender the
.faculty and their friends a Lanquet
prepared by the graduates Such an
innovation would at least possess
practical merit and give serious em-
phasis to the parting of the Ways, and
the commencement of life in earnest.
Some'one has said "The way to a
inan's pocketbo2k is through 'h.s
stomach." That may be true about
some men, but not 'the average man.
A good dinner may induce him to
loosen up the purse strings but to
our notion, it is something else. In
the nice things spread before him he
finds a favorite dish prepared by the
hands of the wife or the daughter,
and that appeals to him more strong-
ly than anything prepared by other
hands. He regards it as an expres-
sion of love from one near and dear
to him and the heart grows mellow
under the influence of the moment:
a feeling of pride comes to him. He
is proud of the accomplishments of
wife or daughter in the culinary line,
and feels at peace with the world and
wishes to show his appreciation. It
is the deed that appeals to him, more
than the satisfaction of his appetite,
and a man is not a man who is not
proud of wife or daughter who are
experts in the culinary department.
Young man, if you are on the lookout
for a better half and find a young
woinan who is ignorant of household
affairs, the . best advice we can give
you is to keep on looking. Sensible
girls prepare themselves for the prob-
• lems of life.
so
not
the
—Yesterday the car department
employes began working from 7 to
12, and 12:30 p. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Heretofore they worked from 7 to
12. and from i to 6; but as winter ap-
proaches darkness comes earlier, so
Only half an hour is taken for dinner.
It is reported at Louisville that
steps are to be taken to investigate
the contribution of $3,5oo by a brew-
ery of that city to the state demo-
cratic campaign committee in tow,
and also that steps are to be taken
to annual its charter foe violating -the
law that prohibits corporations from
contributing money to political par-
ties.
It is also reported that the con-
tributions to the campaign of ism are
to be inveltigated. The democrats
of Western Kentucky are not so much
interested in who contributed to the
campaign that year, as they are of
who are the fellows that stole about
$65,000 of the campaign funds that
year.
Ex-United States Senator Burton,
yesterday began serving his six-
months sentence in jail for violating
the federal law that prohibits a mem-
ber of congress from representing a
litigant against in any of the depart-
ments. This case will do more to
stop official irregularities than any-
thing that has occurred for years.
The Louisville Herald talks to suit
us exactly when it says:
"Nbblest type of man on earth, the
anbossed Aroesican citizen. He is a
strong party man, in so far as party
steauls for principle.
"A lamentable day when take peo-
ple of America would cease cal have
party government. Equally lament-
able when the boss arises to use party
name, emblem and influence to a-ush
out civil individual independence.
"Loyalty to party never does oblige
any man to vote against conscience.
It does command submission to party
rule where differ-nces are not essen-
tial. No man should be read out of
his party bacause he refuses support
to a candidate he considers unworthy.
"Individuals dust respect party;
party must respect individuals. It is
the unbossed American citizen who
makes American elections interesting.
We want more of him in the South."
RANDOM NOTES.
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
The most sought after young lady
in all of the cities just now is the
trained nurse. A gentleman who has
a little son suffering with tYhoid fe-
ver informed me yesterday that, af-
ter trying here to secure a nurse, he
had a friend in Memphis to try to se-
cure one there. The Memphi.
man phoned to thirty-five nurses in
that city and found all were engaged.
The same condition prevails in Lou-
isville, St. Louis and other cities, and
the Paducah gentleman was forced to
wait until a nurse was released from
a case here.
It stems strange that more girls
do not go into training for this pro-
fession. It is a pleasant and profit-
able employment, paying from $ia per
week for beginnere to $21 for the
graduated nurse. When the nurse is
sent for to another city, all expenses
are paid and of course the meals are
furnished in every case.
The employment is certainly more
lucrative and agreeable than a clerk-
ship or stenography and typewriting.
'Se
The Hoplcinsville New Era, dis-
cussing the correct way to spell the
word, says:
It ia spelled p-l-o-w on the
prairies where it glides through
a foot or two of the rich, black
mould, -but in New England,
where it hits a few thousand
stones per acre, it is more natur-
al to make hard work of it thus,
"p-l-o-u-g-h."
"Foot or two of rich, black mould
of the prairie" is good. There may be
some prairies where the mould is
black and thick, but it wouid not de-
scribe any I. ever saw. The soil of
the Indian Territory prairies is thick
enough, in one sense of the word, as
it forms a mud that is the consist-
ency•of and sticks liks putty, while
the soil of some of Kansas prairies is
only a covering for alkali shale. While
in Kansas I met a gentleman who
had been lured there by the land
boomers' ads and had invested in a
prairie farm. He said he had great
ideas of the crops he would raise, and
proposed to show the natives what
eastern pluck and energy would do.
He noticed that when the native pre-
pared his ground for the crop a
light plow was used, or something
only a harrow, but he was going to
plow deep. He did. He plowed as
usual in old Kentucky, and turned up
pure alkali and shale, the soil being
buried under six inches of the stuff.
His crops didn't materialize—in fact,
the seed would not even sprout.
As I have casually remarked be-
fore, Kentucky is good enough. We
have no dust•storms here, no sand
storms, very rarely a cyclone, no hot
winds that literally bake the crop in
the short space- of an hour—as. has
been done many a time in Kansas and
Oklahoma—no alkali water, but an
abundance of the "pure nectar that
nature brews."
It may be healthy in some parts of
the West, but we know it is healthy
here—we haven't died yet; Remem-
ber the 'words of the old say?
"But we are not going to die in the
WEDDING OF TRAIN CRASHED Notice- Sportsmen !COUPLE TODAY! • INTO A WAGON
MISS HATTIE BERGER AND BIG OVERLAND FREIGHT VE-
MR. ABE ANSPACHER HICLE REDUC.ED TO
MARRY THIS MORNING. KINDLING.
.41,MWMfte
MARIPOSS CLUB SAVE
- A DELIONTFUL DANCE
ENTRE NOUS CLUB MEETS
THIS MORNING WITH THE
i'MISSES WINSTEAD.• .  •
Master Edwin Slaughter of Tenth and
Clay, Entertained in Honor
of Birthday—Social Calendar.
This morning Miss M. Hattie Ber-
ger and Mr. Abe Anspacher, of this
city, will be united in marriage, the
license for which was issued yester-
day by the county clerk. Immediate-
ly after the ceremony the couple will
leave for an extended tour through
the West and to California. ahere
many weeks will be spent.
The bride is an estimable lady who
has resided for a number of years at
525 Clay street, while Mr. Anspache-
is the capitalist who for a number ot
years has been bookkeeper at the City
National bank, but only a few weeks
since retired to private life. He is one
o.. the city's best known and well
thought of gentlemen.
Evening at Dimcing.
Last evening quite a crowd
young people spent several happy
hours dancing at the Red Men', hall
on North Fourth street, as guests of
the Marino's elub.
Marry Tomorrow.
Miss Josephine Hunt and Mr. Allen
V. Hill marry tomorrow at Memphis
where several Paducahans have gone
to attend the ceremony.
Five Hundred Club.
Mrs Thomas C. Leech will enter; harness and tongue from wagon.
tam n the Five Hundred club tomorrow' The heavy wagon was 1 aded with
afternoon at her home on Fountain barrels of sugar, flour. crat . of goods
;and other things that wer. scattered
'to the four winds.
Entre Nous Club. The freight cars :nd engine were
This morning at to o'clock the in charge of Foreman Sc( it. One of
Entre Nous club girls meet with the flagman got his ankle spiained,
Misses Lillie Mae and Corinne Win- but not seriously.
stead of Seventh and Washington
streets for purpose of outlining their
series of winter meetings. ,
MULE'S TiNK11116 BELL
DROWNED TRAIN'S NOISE
N., C. & ST. L.' AFTERNOON
PASSENGER TRAIN LEAVES
EARLIER
N. C. and St. L. Railroad Has Started
Work Upon Grain Elevator of
iso,000 Bushel Capacity.
avenue
of
Subunban Entertainment.
Mrs. Charles E. Jennings has issued
"At Home" cards for between 3 and
5 o'clock the afternoon of Wednes-
day, October 31st, at her country
home in Arcadia.
Delphic Club Women.
The ladies of the Delphic club meet
this morning at the library and have
the following program.
1. The Moorish Occupancy of Spain
—Mrs. Muscoe Burnett.
2 Moorish Kingdom of Spain—
Mrs Bertie Campbell.
3. The Cathedral of Granada—
Mrs. Mildred Fowler Davis.
Reading—Surrender of Granada.
Afternoon at Euchre.
Mrs C. C. Warren of ifiao Jefferson
street has issued invitations for
a euchre party she will give Friday
afternoon, in honor of her sister,
Mrs. P. A. Martin of Minneapolis,
Minn.
Birthday Gathering_
Many little friends were entertained
yesterday afternoon from until 6
o'clock by Master Edwin Slaughter,
at the home of Ibis parents, Captain
and Mrs. John Slaughter of Tenth
and Clay. It was complimentary to
his ninth hi-theay and a gee time
was had by the guests at games and
lunch.
Open Meeting.
A pleasant social was enjoyed yes-
terday afternoon at the "open meet-
ing" held by the Church Furnishing
society 'of the First Christian church
at the -home of Mrs. Bettie Buckner
on Eighth and Jefferson streets.
eiewem• - Z.11
Nutting Party.
Sunday a fine time was had in the
woods, taking dinner and gathering
nuts, by the following young people
as guests of Miss Mary Emma Bolds
and her brother. Mr. Nelson. Bolds of
Sixteenth and Clay streets:
Misses Miable Epperheimer, 'Emma
Rawlings, Minnie and Nell Roark,
Mary Emma Bolds, and little Miss
Ethel Epperheimer; Messrs. Wallace,
Clyde Epperheimer. Carl Ford, Nel-
son Bond. and Master Clifford Dunn.
They were chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Dunn and Mrs. Epper-
heimer.
springtime,
And we 'are not going to die hi the
fall;
And since we've come'..t0 think about
it,
We are not going to die at all."
MAN ABOUT TOWN.
Mr. Samuel P. Sturgis of DeKoveh,
Ky. will arrive this evening to attend
the Knight Templar big meeting.
Last night about ii o'clock a switch
engine backing acrass Eleventh and
Jefferson streets with a string of
freight cars struck and completely de-
molished one of the overland freight
wagons that run out of this city to
Graves county, hauling goods for
ernrchants in the small towns that are
not touched by the railroad. The
mules attached to the wagon were
thrown down and painfully hurt, but
not seriously. Driver Allen had
charge of the vehicle and had his
hip painfully hurt, but can walk.
Every day several big freight wa•
gons come into this city for goods
that are carried back to Graves. The
lead mule to the wagon has a bell on
the hames. Last night Driver Allen
was going out Jefferson and started
across the railroad trade being un-
able to see the approaching train that
was backing, while he neither could
bear the engine bell on account of
the constant tinkle of the lead mule
bell. The mules had gotten about
over the rails when the first of the
freight cars crashed into the wagon
and dragged it along for &boat twenty
fret before it was reduced t•, kindling
The mules were thrown ' wn and
dragged until their weight broke thr
Slight Chinge In Schedule.
Sunday a slight change went into
effect on the N C. and St L. railroad
as regards running trains out of this
cAy. Heretofore the outaoing regu
lar passenger train in tha afternoon
has been leaving at 3 25 o'clock, but
now under the new schedlle, effective
Sunday, it departs at 2"1; o'clock.
Friel& Getting Better.
Inspector Edward Fri .of the I. C
i., getting better at his home on
Eulah street, with the deep wounds
n his head, caused by bcaing assault-
ed last Saturday morning in the local
yards by a man who leaped out from
between the cars, and who is thought
to be Sam Vinsori. a former employe
discharged by Friels on account of
drunkenness. It will be some days
before the inspector can return to
work. Vinson has not yet been
caught.
Railroad Elevator.
The N C and St. I.. railroad has
for some years owned a plot of
ground upon the river front
beside where its tracks run down to
the road's wharfboat at foot of No:-
ton street, and las week a deal was
closed whereby the road buys two
large lots off the old iron furnace
property adjoining the ground con-
trolled for sometime by the N. C. and
St. L. The railroad has started v. ork
already on a fine $20,000 grain c1e
vator that will occupy- all the pr3p-
e:ty, and have a capacity of iao,000
bushels. Although owned by ths
company, it will be occupiel by Huth
Lresthers, whose grain plant has been
several block further out ,Norton
street 'heretofore. The road will run
more tracks up to the elevator, while
facilities will be installed for hand-
ling the grain coming in by steam-
Laat. The elevator will -be ready for
use by the first of next year.
SCHOOL DOOR.
One of Unusual Size Expected
day From St. Louis Mill.
Mr. George Langstaff yesterday
said he expected any day to receive
from St. Louis; the doors he is hav-
ing made there kr the new room go-
ing in the basement of the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway. The
doors are of an odd and unusual size
and the firm sent away for their
manufacture. They sent the order
two weeks ago, and are daily ex-
pecting the outfitto_ arrive.s_ They
can be put in 'in a day at the-trutidinir,
and just as soon as this is done the
superintendent will moate his office
from the first floor down into the
basement room.
Mr. Clarence Flournoy, of Cairo,
wae here Sunday vieiting Mr. David
Flournoy.
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF SHOT GUNS
AND RIFLES IN THE CITY.
LOADED SHELLS
ANY BRAND OR LOAD.
HUNTING COATS
A VERY LARGE STOCK TO SELECT FROM.
LET US SHOW YOU THE ABOVE LINE IF IN NEED OF
SUCH GOODS AND WE WI LL SAVE YOU MOSEY.
HANK BROS.
Watch
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENER-
AL SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL
AND SEE OUR STOCK.
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
417 Broadway.
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-Licari Prohibition Candidate
rof 01118ress. •
TM way to kill as
gni is Is shoot It to
002 with your vote.
Ilto way to porpoto-
SW as evil Is to reee-
110461411114$2 and pro-
log walk year asce.
II YOU WANT 1112 TRAFFIC DC:MIMED
I WANT JS VOTE.
KNIGHT TEMPLARS.
Big Meeting To He Held by That
Lodge This Afternoon
and Evening.
The Knights 1.7( •Iiplar. of this city
will hold a big meeting this afternoon
and tonight at their lodgeroom in the
Fraternity building on Broadway.
Four candidates will be admitted to
the order. the Red Cross being con-
ferred this afternoon, commencing at
4 o'clock. At 6 o'clock the ladies of
the Eastern Star will serve simper in
the lodgeroom banquet hall to the
templars, who immediately thereafter
take tip the work of conferring the
templar degrees on the applicants.
OPEN PARK BIDS.
Commissioners Canvases Figures Sub-
mitted by Contractors.
4 
 
_
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
public park commissioners will meet
at the office of Col. Harry C. Rhodes
of North Fourth street, for the pur-
pose of opening bids put in by con-
tractors figuring upon the concrete
curbing aad coping to be placed
around Lang park on Fountain avenue
and Mbnros street. Several con-
tractors have figured over the draw-
ings and will have in propositions. If
the figures are not too exorbitant the
commissioners will award the con.
Any tract to the lowest and best, so work
can be started right away and finished
before extreme cold weather comes.
Suit
GRAFT CHARGED.
Filed by Superintendent Asks
That $25,000 Be Ordered
Returned.
Xtmixville7 Tenn., Oct. 22.—In a
highly sensational bill filed here to-
day by Superintendent Seymour A.
litftyuctient- ageitist--&-PF -Armstrong, C
E. Tindell, H.- W. Parker, S. L.
Mackie, his wife, Cordelia Mackie,
and the American Chart Company,
wholesale charges of graft are made,
and it is asked that the defendants be
made to disgorge some $25,0ci0 to
school moneys fot which, it is alleged,
the school directors and Principal
I Mackie, who was also secretary of tbe
...4111110
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONER•S
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself bye
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone 200.
school board. have failed to account.
The bill-charges that Mackie was par-
ticularly strong on theaitem of chalk
and purchased in one month from one
firm enough chalk to supply all of the
schools in Tennessee, instead of mere-
ly those in one district of one county.
Enough stationery and letter-heads -
to aupply the state were also pco0
chased, it is charged. The teachaalli
gave up $to a month of their salaries
and the directors formed a political
pot with school money to re-lect
themselves, it is claimed.
-SOcc.44 Of§ co. - 4:44 41 .1)!1_,4
Flagnian Liston Cross, and several
other railroaders yesterday went to
Princeton to appear before the grand
jury in the case where Will Jones
alias Baker, colored, is charged with ,
stealing clothing of the met( from
their traaith caboose.
Mr. Will Andrew, the pipefitter, ,
has gone to frowell, Ind., to svo
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THIEFMTED WINDSTORM 1
IN fa HOTEL BEDROOMS LVL LRI1L
OSCAR HOFFMAN, COLORED, FOUND IN POSSESSION OF
CLOTHING, FOOTGEAR, BEDDING, OVERCOATS, PANTA-
LOONS, SHIRTS, UNDERWER AND A LITTLE OF EVERY-
THING ELSE THAT HAD BEEN STOLEN FROM ROOMS OF
MESSR$ mcg HOGAN AN D HARRY SIMMONS.
Oscar Hoffman, colored waiter at
the St. Nicholas, on South Third
street last nirsht had ,enough stolen
clothing at his home on Ninth and
Washington streets to last him
through a severe winter, but now the
only thing he has got is a cold cell
in the city jail with the charge ot
housebreaking hanginii over his head,
it being lodged by Captain Dick
Hogan, the tie inspector, and Mr.
Harry Simtrions, of the East Ten-
nessee Telephone company.
Hoffman went home last night with
a bed quilt made up in a bundle,
while inside there were derby hats,
overcoats, half dozen pairs of pants,
bed quilts, sheets, many pairs of
shoes, much wetting apparel, and in
fact enough to keep several men busy
carrying it. His wife would not let
him bring the bundle inside the house,
and•lioffman dumped it on the floor,
then went to bed. His wife stepped
across the street to the home of the
porter of the saloon which is right
beside the St. Nicholas hotel at Third
and Washington, and above which is
used as bed rooms for the hostelry.
She got the porter to come over and
look at the garments and bedding to
see if he riscognized any of it. He
though it belonged to the bedrooms
above the saloon and teleph.in,i1
AMATEUR TEAM.
Paducah Boys Will Play Ball Games
With &rounding City Clubs.
Manager Jimmie Davis of 'The Fa-
woos" football team has gotten to-
gether the blowing players for his
team:
Marshal Puryrar, D. 113. Sutton,
Clay Kidd, Robert Bower, Will Hen-
reberger, Gus Katterjohn, Leslie Ow-
en Salem Cope, Ray Stanley, Guy
MArtin, Whitt Wickliffe, Roy Pray-
ther, Louis Petter, Tom Coleman and
Jim Davis. Games have been secur-
ed with the High School, November
3. Metropilis November 17, Mayfield,
Colconda, Cairo, Martin and other'
nearbY cities. John !kooks and Ben-'
n e Frank will be the coaches
SMALL BLAZE
Fire Started in Parlor of the Hodson
Home Yesterday Morning,
Yesterday morning early a small
fire started in the parlor of the home
of Mrs. Sarah E. Hudson of zi4R
Broadway but it was extinguished
with only about Sp loss.
En route to the blaze the wagon
Iti.m the Tenth and Clay street de-
partment struck a vehicle some one
had left toweling in the street on
Tentt! between Harrison and Madi-
son The fire apparatus swerved out
and, never stopped, the driver tieing
the standing rig just in time.
LYNCHED AS THE 
_ _
GUARDS SLUMBER
Negro Taken From Jail When Depu-
ties Fall Asleep and Hanged.
Mobile. Oct 22.—When two depu
ty itheriffs who were guarding Rob-
ert Clarke, A negro in the jail of
Jackson county, Mississippi, fell
asleep early this morning a mob of
soo masked men spirited the negro
away mysteriously and hanged him
to a telegraph po einear Lucedale.
Clarke was arrested Friday for at-
tempting to assault two white wom-
en at Lucedale and stealing a horse.
Rev. J. D. Kirkpatrick of the coun-
ty, has gone to California to live with
his eons, Wallace and Wm. Kirk-
patrick
That run-dawn, tired feeling is the
first symptom esf MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
, Tonic Capsules
The sposific kr all malaria. Has
cured ethers. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
MUG STORY.
Seventh and Jackson St. Pb;a0 *37
down for the basstender to go upstairs
and see if it was their belongings.
It proved to be the property of
Messrs. Hogan and Simmons who
occupy two of the second floor rooms
I that looked like a cyclone had struck
them and taken everything, as beds
I were pulled to pieces, be4ding gone,dresser drawers scstiered around,
contents missing, and the place en-
tirely ransacked.
The thief had gone in at the front
windows, which open on a porch run-
ning over in front of the hotel ad-
joining. It looks like the clothing
was bundled into the quilt, dropped
out the back window into the rear
yard, and then carried away by the
party going back through the hotel
and down the steps.
Officer Gourieux went to Hoffman's
home, got the goods and arrested the
negro who tried to break away on
coming out, but was held firm bv
the brave officer. • Hoffman claims he
met a man with the bundle, the latter
gave him a drink, and then asked
Hoffman to hold the bundle. The
negto says the stranger never came
back, and that he then took the pack-
age on home for safekeeping.
Mr Simmons heard somebody up-
stairs shortly after 7 o'clock, but pr.-
'timed it was some other roomer, and
paid no attention to the noise.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4- 4. 4. 4. 4. 4- 4- 4. 4. 4.•
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Mrs. James P. Sleeth and Miss Wi-
llamette Janes returned Ssday night
item Cairo, as far as which place
they accompanied Miss Lyon of Mt
Vernon, Ill., who has been visiting
Mrs. Sleek
Messrs Uric Bearden, of Gage, and
Oscar Clemenats, of Mayfield. spent
Sunday here with Misses May and
Feina Hayes of North Twelfth.
Miss Mary Byrnes, of Mayfield,
spent Sunday here with Miss Norms
judkin.
Mrs Fannie Aloway and daughters
of Sturgis. Ky., have moved here to
reside. •
F. J. Bergdoll and wife have
gone to Murphysboro, Ill, to visit.
3kadaines Flora Johnson and A
W. Wright have teturned from visit-
nig in Louisville and attending the
Eastern Star meeting.
Mr.. Matt Carney, of Chicago, has
returned home, after being called
here by the death of his sister, Mrs
Elizabeth Carney Cassell. who died
and was taken to Louisville for inter-
ment.
! Mr. John McCandless is in St.
Louis on business.
Mr. Sydney Loeb has gone on bus
mess to St. Louis.
Mrs. J. G. Brooks and daughter,
Miss Ethel, have returned from Den-
vrr, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Wilson and son
yesterday went to Hanson where the
former remains recuperating from his
recent spell of illness.
Mrs. M. Haynes and Miss Louise
Haynes, of Louisville, have returned
home after visiting Miss Claire St.
John.
Mr. Frank Lucas and bride have re-
turned from their wedding trip
through the West.
Captain Lee Gordon went to Ed-
oyville yesterday.
Mrs. David Johnson, of Clinton, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Kirk Barry.
Mr. Preston Schotta has gone for
his health to New Mexico, and will
be joined later by his family.
Miss Mabel Gough, of Earlington,
yesterday returned borne after visit-
inz Mtsses -Nellie and Mary Barry.
Mrs. Hattie ForsYthesis visiting in
Round Knob,
Mr. John Trent has returned from
Chicago.
Machinist Lyman Ware is prepar-
ing to leave for Covington, Ky., to re-
side.
Rev. G. Martin and wife of Kansas
ale visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. R
Davis, of West Tennessee street.
Mrs. William V. Green has gone
to Union City, Tenn., to visit rela-
tives.
Col. Joseph E. Potter and son, Rob-
ert L. Potter, left yesterday for Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., to visit the former's
brother for several days.
Attorney George Landrum of
Smithland is in the city on business.
Mrs. George Ellis, of Ne'vaiia, Mo.,is visiting her mother, Mrs. Barbara
Hubey.
Governor ,Beckham arrived here
yesterday morning, went out to Mur-
ray „and spoke,- returning 'here last
sight. Today he goes to Berf‘on to
speakfl He is accompanied by Mr.
Harry - - ' -
Mr. Harry Hulsey, of Person, Kan..
goes home today after a two weeks
visit to his mother, Mrs. Barbera
trubey.
Mrs. Lillie Rieke Boyd will re-
turned this week from Virginia.'
...COAL...
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
BUY! "MUM COAL NOW WHILE THE. PRICE, IS LOWCars are scarce and theCunuswill demand for coal has
caused a shortage, Which wall be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We areCexclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, L U Z Egt N E"
 - There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
' We also handle all sizes
v . LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
Barry and
Nenneberger
Your fortune foretold
THE WORLD'S GREATEST
Clairvoyant
and PALMIST
PROF. J. E. DIXON
3.32 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
As a matter of advertisement Mr.
Dixou gives his full complete $s.00
reading for the EXTRAOR1NARY
LOW FEE OF
$1 Until Further'
Notice
Mr. Dixon is different from the oth-
er clairvoyants, because he does
what they claim to do,things that are
beyond ordinary understanding,
things that seem impossible. He gives
you information, relief, success, satis-
faction, power and control of any
character affecting any one or any-
thing, past, present or future. He
tells you just what you may expect
and what to do for your best inter-
ests in any matter. He awakens a
natural force within you and around
you, giving you a secret power to
remove the cause of any trouble, in-
lluence, unhappiness, disease, poverty,
failure, or bad luck that surrounds
you. He opens up a way for the suc-
cess and happiness you desire. A
power to secretly change the thoughts
actions, habits or intentions of any
one, evenemiles away.
FULLY APfRECIATES that in
this day of sensational advertising
there are more false claims and mis-
representations chaperoned through
the columns of rhe daily press than
the most hypential tongue could utter
in a lifetime, until one cannot be
blamed for doubting almost every-
thing they read. THEREFORE HE
SAYS TO YOU—COME TO HIM
THIS VERY DAY and let him give
you a contplete reading, telling you
every hope, fear or ambition, better
than you could explain yourself. He
will tell you the bad as well as the
good, keeping nothing hidden front
you. He will tell you everything
upon matters of love, marriarge, di-
vorce, business, health, speculations;
in fact, he will read your life like an
open book. THEN IF YOU ARE
NOT ABSOLUTELY SOTISFIED.
when reading is over you pay NOT
ONE PENNY. IS THIS NOT
HONEST? COULD ANYTHING
BE FAIRER?
Office hours, to a. m. to 3 p. m.
SATISFACTION POSITIVELY
GUARANTEED.
J. E. DIXON
•
332 South Fourth Street.
Notice to Contractors.
Bids will be received at the office
of Architect A. L. .Lassiter fer con-
crete work in Lang Park up till noon
Tuesday, October 22, 1906. Plans,
profile and specifications may be seen
at above office. The board of park
commissioners reserves the right eto
reject any and all bids.
Board of Park Commissioners.
D. G. MURRELL, Pres.
GEO. W. WALTERS, Sec.
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Ha! Ha! The Long Looked For has
Just- Arrived
AFTER z7 YEARS IN THE H ANDS OF RIP VAN W/NBLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STAY
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE I N TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY z5T, 1727, THE PURE FOOD LAW,
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, as z 16 South Fourth street, between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The home of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, dis-
tiller, registered distillery No. io.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Ken-
tucky. This Whiskey is made of 25 bushels of rye, 15 bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey. I offer a Sicio.00 Reward to any chentiet who will find one grain of impurities
In this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St.
Louis, David Nicholson, whose mune attached to the label pare ntees purity. Therefore they me
another of my liquid foods made from the delicious grapes of California. My blackberry brandy is
guaranteed to be pure, made from the pore, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid f ood that can be used with impunity
for sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and mel-
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tem.. An.
other of my pure liquid foods made from apple..
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America, made by the Anheu-
ser-Busch Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud-
weiser. It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure malt
and hops.
My Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.
They have been seventeen years corning, but have come at last. On the first of next January these laws
will go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything in
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Piwei Food Laws_ These laws are going to he
enforced as the government never before enforced a law in our great country. There will be no more
so-called so and 15-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders arid rectifiers, as the law will
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is. if it is rectified or compounded. made of drugs
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be labled with fictitious ages
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compounders.
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get Purity, both by the drink, quarts. pints or
half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THB WILLOW SPRINGS. aid food, ii6 South Fourth street, Pa-
ducah, Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
next day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifiers
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So will a few blocks more and corno. t.F:.ce where pure
liquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
Don Gilberto The TalkingMachine Man
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the P ure food laws of our State.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
SEES OIL TRUST'S END.
A. S. Trude Believes That Ohio Ver-
dict Means Doom of Stand-
ard's Rule.
Chicago, Oct. 22.—The end of
Standard Oil's rule as a trust, a boom
for independent operators and low
prices for oil for the consumer a: the
ultimate result of the verdict against
the Rockefeller combination in Ohio
last week were prophesied by A. S.
Trude yesterday. Mr. Trude believes
that the disintergration of "the sys-
tem" has begun.
In the course of an interview yes-
terday Mr. Trude, who has just re-
turned after a stay of several months
in the West, took occasion, to sound
a warning. regarding the spread of
socialism and unrest thronghout the
United States. He also declared that
his observations in the West as well
as in the East led him to believe that
immigration is one of the most ser-
ious problems with which this coun-
try has to deal. "Farce" is the word
Mr. Trude uses to describe the ad-
ministration of the immigration laws.
Cannot Defeat Law.
"No combination of men can be as
strong as the law when it is enforced
against their operations." said Mr.
Trude. "I 'believe that he result of
the Ohio case means the doom of the
Standard Oil trust. All that needs
to be done to keep pounding away
with prosecutions. A multiplicity of
suits can be brought against Standard
Oil, for one conviction does not mean
that future prosecutions are barred.
"Under the anti-trust la wthe Stand-
ard Oil continues sinning just as-long
as it operates as a trust, and prosecu-
tions can be kept up indefinitely. The
fines under these prosecutions may
aggregate millions of dollars, and I
believe that ultimately Standard Oil
must reform. Of course, there will
he a vast amount of litigation.
"The surrender .of the oil trust
will mean a great deal to the consum-
er. There is a huge margin of profit
in oil at present. and when independ-
ent operators can compete prices will
go down rapidly. The independents
also will capture a big slice of the,
business."
City Attorney Tom Harrison has
zone to the eastern part of the state
for a month's absence. While he is
away his duties in the police court
will be. looked after by County At-
torney Alben Barkley.
Dr. Lynn D. Adams and wife of
Smithland, arrived in the city yester-
day afternoon.
Now is the time for you to fill you' coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 1 Ic
# Bess Kentuckk;ana Illinois Coai
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WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION
kEPORT OF JOiNT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PA-UCAH AND THE
• a PADUCAH WATER COMPAN Y.
Owing to the fact that the con- itract and the poposed contract of
tact existing between the City of 1--$96,6ao.00.
Paducah and the local water corn- I There is nothing contained in the
puny for fire hydrants •expires dur-spaopoeet contract changing the
irg the current month, it was in- rights of the city or those of the
cianbent upon the general council water company uader he original
Ste negotiate for such service cover- fianchise. The c:ty still retains the
irg the remaining period which the r:ght to purchase the water corn-
franchise of the water company tilt 'any's ptant at the expiration of each
has to run, to-wit: eighteen years five year period, in accordance with
After several conferences between the terms of the original franchise_
the joait light and ater committee l• This committee has also compared
and the officers of the water corn- .the rates contained :c the proposed
puny, a scale of rates for fire by- !contract with thee • in effect in in
drats was agreed upan by the corn- 'ether cities for • • same class of
nuttee and the water company. These service and finds proposed rates
rates have been embodied in a can- lower than those a., „ by any of
tract which will be sumbitted to the 'those cities. The approximate av-
general council for such action as crage cost per hydrant in the num-
the wisdom of that body may deter- ber of cities mentioned above is—
mine. If the proposed contract is $48.08.
favorably acted upon by the general ; The rates refeired to were sub-
council, it must be subm:tted to the mated by the local water company
voters of the city at the next ele:- :mil this committee assumes that the
Clan and affirmatively raciaed by not agures are correct. The list of ilia
lens than two-thirds of the votes then oties with the rate paid in each is on
04.61 upon the queston beaire a con- file with this committee and anyone
ti act between tl c.:y ard the water desiring to verify the figures c
company can be .finally executed. tamed therein may have the oppar-
It is :Therefore worth while for V. nay of doing so at any time.
the voters of the city to carefully :t saould also be borne in mial
eortsider the terms of the proposed , t: atoll a new contract is entered
eantract before casting their slates at aaa aetween the city and the water
aht corning election, and if it ap- campany, that the rates charged tan-
pears that the proposed contract is der the existing contract will main-
La the advantage of the city, then !tam. The only alternatives ofered
to register their approval thereof,?.. escape from the old rates are eith-
upon their ballots. ;Er to make a new contract or to dis-
In order that the voters may have e ntinue the service, the latter of
an opportunity to become fully elk( urse, being quite impossible.
seised regarding 'the terms of the pro r- Therefore, thi: committee has no
posed contract, a copy of the same is ,hesitation in recommending to the
herewith submitted, which reads as Igeneral council and to the voters of
•
follows: 'the City of Paducalaithat the propos-
"Section 1. That the City of Padu- l ed contract be ratified. , •
cah, Ky., agrees to rent and does JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
Lcreby rent from the Paducah Water COMMITTEE.
Ccmparay its successors and assigns, 164
Poo hundred and eleven (411) double
nozzle fire hydrants now establish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years from the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as
hereinafter provided. The annual
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
which the City of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay for the first ten (to)
yrarr-ot-stiti-terne, shalL.Jac twenty
($2000) dollars and the annual rental
*or the remaining eight (8) years
*all be fifteen ($15,00) dollars, (un-
less the said city shall sooner pur-
chase water company's plant, with
six (6) per cent interest upon defer-
red payments. The payments oa said
cereals shall be made as provided in
the original ordinance contract
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
elected hereafter by the Paducah
rater Company, its successors or
assigns, as provided in the orignal
ordinance contract during the said
eighteen years, shall be charged and
' paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
(to) years from the time th:s ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved,
as set -out above, all the then fire
hydrants shall be charged and paid
for at the uniform rate as above pro-
aided and the conttact therefor shall
*spire at the end of the eighteen
years fixed in section r.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
stall become effective, it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general electian to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
ber, 1906, the said t ote to be taken
in the manner and as provided by law
fcr the submission of public ques-
titans to the 'voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
epect and be in force from its pas-
sage. approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
dacah, Ky., and a written acceptance
ef its terms 'and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company filed with
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky., within ten (to) days after the
official certificate of its approval at
the popular election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has inatalled for the use of the
*by 411 fire plugs, which under the
old contract are rated and cost
each year as follows:
250 fire plugs at $40.00 ....$6 000.000
30 fire plugs at $30.00  900.00
031 fire plugs at $25.oc  5,775.00
•
Total .... ....... $12,675.00
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
—$8,220.00--for each of the first ten
wars of the contract, a saving upon
See number of hydrants now install-
ed o1—$4,455.0m—per annum and for
the ten year period a saving of $44,-
"Wm
For each of the last eight years
winch the franchise has to run, the
oast for 411 hydrants would be--$6a
*Pao—a saving to the city of —Oa
Swam—per annum or of—$52080.-
eo.—for the entire eight years of the
franchise, making a total saving te
See city between. the existing con-
ASSISTANT
HELD OVER
BUTLER ANSWERS TO GRAND
JURY FOR THROW-
ING BRICK.
John Hardin, White, and Dovie Dun-
lap. Colored. Given Continu-
ance Until Today.
William Butler, colored, was held
to the circuit court grand jury in $30o
bond by Judge Puryear of the police
comet yesterday morning, on the
charge of maliciously assaulting an-
other negro, named Kelly, with a
brick.
There was filed away the warrant
charging Lillie Gray, colored, with
cutting a colored man at Tenth and
Kentucky avenue some weeks ago.
Tha victim cannot be found, therefore
the warrant cannot be prose,cuted.
John Hardin, white, and Dovie Dun-
lap. colored, were given a postpone-
ment until today of the warrant
charging them with immorality. They
are the pair whom Mrs. Hardin
claims are living together on Fourth
near Norton street. The white man's
children are still at the Home of the
Friendless: Hardin's brother is here
from over in Illinois helping him out
of his trouble. The officers have
learned that Hardin was fined once
over in Brookport for beating his
wife and is now under bond to ap-
pear before the grand jury for trou-
bling het
Until next Monday was postponed
the warrant charging W. M. and Bat-
ney Padgett with selling liquor to a
minor', the Skillian boy.
There was left open until today the
warrant charging Arthur Jones with
building a boxlike structure around
his 6sh stand on the city market.
Part of the evidence was heard yester-
day.
E. Gregory was. fined $5 and costs
for permitting his stock to run at
large upon the streets.
POLICE IN DRAMATIC ROLE
Order Actors From Stage in Midst of
Play and Dismiss Audience.
Bloomington, Ill., Oct. 22.--A draa
matic finis marked the effort tonight
to introduce Sunday theatrical per-
formances 'in this city. The first act
off "A Parish Priest." by North
Brothers stock company, was half
over When a detail of police walked
onto. the stage a ad ordered the actors
off. They then notified the audience
to leave, as the performance would
not be continued. The policemen
were derisively greeted by the audi-
ence.
Some people in this world think
they are so superior they must ex-
pect to be awful lonesome in heaven.
—New York Press.
TURNED DOWN
UM OFS750,000
JNO. A. NORQUIST, OF WASH-
INGTON STATE REFUSES
THIS SUM.
Jno. D. Rockefeller and Associates
Wanted to Buy "Lucky Calumet"
Near Mullen.
Spokane, Wash., Octt 22.—Experts
in the employ of the Amalgamated
Copper Company are in the copper
belt in Northern Idaho making inves-
tigations of the various properties with
a view to acquiring them. John A.
Norquist, who owns the cntrolling
terest in the Lucky Calumet mine near
Mullen; east of Spokane, on which a
big "strike" was made a few days ago,
has turned down an offer of $750,000
by John D. Rockefeller and his as
sociates.
Thomas L. Greenough, part owner
of Snowshoe and Snowstorm mines,
has also just received a flattering offer
from the Amalgamated people for con
taol of the Copper King mine in the
same district, hut no decision has yet
Leen reached for its sale.
Mining men declare the entrance -if
I'.. Augustus Heinz° of Butte, Mont.,
into the Coeur d'Alene district, has
are-used the Amalgamated people and
they look forward to a merry linen-
Cal war between the copper magnates
for control of the output of the re-
cently discovered copper deposits an
the Spokane country.
Robert E. Strahorn, president of
the North Coast Railway Company
backed by the Harriman interests and
the Hill interests are in a legal tan-
sae for a right of way. A complaint
in intervention has been filed by the
Portland & Seattle railway in the con
dcmnation proceedings instituted by
the Northern Coast railroad against
Marry M. Barnett to condemn a tight
of way across a small tract of land
joIning the Northern Pacific right 3 f
way between Spokane and Marshall.
The complainant claims right by prior
iiy of a plan and of surveys for a
road across the land.
F. W. Sawfill, Douglas county's
"man with the hoe," dispatched two
bears near Waterville northwest of
Spoicaneaa few days ago, by the vig-
orous use of the sloitickler. He track-
ed the animals into the thicket, where
they made a stand afterward "shin-
ning" up a tall pine tree, with Saw-
hill after them. The man with the
hoe continued to jab them with the
blade, finally dislodging them and
they fell to the ground, dazed so that
it was easy work to put them to
death. Sawhal sold the flesh ...and
pelts for $9o.
The Spokane Hydraulic Sand Press-
ed Brick Company has been incor-
porated in Spokne with a capital of
$3,45o.o0o by G. McGregor of Chicago,
and Conrad Folfe, J. W. Becket and
Cale Smith as directors. The com
pany has So acres of sand land near
Spokane and. has contracts to deliver
its entire output to the Chicago, Burl-
ington & Quincy Railroad Company.
Plans are being prepared in Spo-
kane by Nelson Bennett. a railway
contractor to drive a tunnel nearly
two miles in length through the Bit-
ter Root mountains, east of Spokane
lc: the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway CQmpany's extension
front- Montana to Mho and Washing-
ton. The work presents home difficul
ties and will be expensive, costing
$1o0,000 and $15o,000 a mile, the men
and material will be assembled in
Spokane in a few days.
GIRL WHO MARRIES AND
CAN'T COOK, A CONFIDENCE
WOMAN, SAYS PREACHER
Belle Nice to Look at, But is Sorry
Thing to Fill Daily Aching
Void.
Chicago, Oct. 22.—"What would
you think of a man who began the
practice of medicine without being
able to distinguish quinine from ar-
senic?" asked the Rev. A. H. Harnley
of the Flrst Baptist church of Aus-
tin yesterday. "Well, what shall vie
think of the woman who begins
housekeeping without being able to
tell hoe cake from angel's food? Does
not the marriage of such a woman
bear all the marks of a confidence
game.
'Four hundred deserted wives, who
afterward obtained divorces, applied
at the Chicago bureau of charities for
aid in telo2. They admitted that they
cculd neither cook nor keep house,
but they expected to keep husbands.
A society belle may be nice to look
at, but she is a sorry thing to fill that
aching void which has a way of re-
turning difee times a day. I have
heard women boast of their igno-
rance of housekeeping. A teacher
might boast of illiteracy with as much
propriety. I believe in culture but
there is a culture of the hand as well
as of the heart and head.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mffiel
ez• Marble
LAWYNRS.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
-Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
R. T. LSOINISIDOOT,
LAWYDR.
Will practice in an courts of Ka
to*.
DX W. GI 1111171AWILS.
(Homeogeollist.)
Office 3of Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway. •
Phone 14,
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
am Fraternity Beadle'.
Olt; hone 498 Red; New Phone ,
PAITUCAH, ENNTUCKY
Dr. B.
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rives*.
North Mk, Bash Moms aos.
Residence meal Uast. OW abase leaae
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trnehart EullOng
ytt
OLIVER. OLIVKR & IrGIUDCXXII
LAWYERS
OFRICES: Beaton, Ky., rear heal
Marshall County; Pailosah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Pbone tie Old 'nose 484
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant F piscopal church.
Dates of sale October sand and aird,
i906, limit November sth, two.
Sanitary Soap
If the prevailing passion for pure
food and honest labels continues we
expect ere long to be confronted by
hotel menus which read like this:
The milk from ,which this soup is
made
Is duly certified;
The cows ate pre-digested food,
And every single one that chewed
The cud was cast aside.
Each drop of water that they drank
Came from an anti-toxic tank.
They bathed in a peroxide pond;
The milk is bottled under bond.
The oozy oysters do not dwell
In oyster beds, as heretofore;
They live in sanitary cots,
Set up 'n disinfected spots
Along the ocean shore.
Their diet is formaldehyde,
Or any other germicide.
And not a one is canned or crated
That has not first been vaccinated.
And so on through, hygienic hash,
prophylactoc pudding, etcetera -
Louisville Post.
TOOTHBRUSH ETC.
PROVE BONDS
Man With Valise of Securities Pro-
fesses Ignorance of Contents.
Cleveland, Oct. 22.—Arrested in a
railroad camp near Mayfield, Ohio
today with a valise containing 2$4,-
000 of negotiable securities, Leslie
O'Dell of Parkersburg, W. Va., pro-
fessed ignorance of the contents. He
said he supposed the valise contained
a toothbrush, collar and shirt. The
valise is the one w'hich George L
Bell of Akron reported had been
taken from him while riding on an in-
terurban car by a strange who occu-
pied the same seat and who also had
a valise. O'Dell will be held pending
investigation.
DeaRiHur3tAH N tioaoe r19Ries :hyPeS
'IRE HAVANA INSANE
LIVE IN FILTH
Magoon Finds 1,66o Persons Crowd-
ed and in Wretchedness.
Havana, Ott. 22.—Governor Ma-
goon visited the national insane asy-
lum and discovered a deplorable state
of affairs there. Ile found 1,660 per'
vii.""isinktogromeml.1116.41111.0011*
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE'
REA.L ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL BMA Tare. WESTERN icarrvan, FARM SARri
11110INTIILY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. \MIDTERM
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE an-
FREE TO EVIRYIKMY, SIND FM IT.
rDoo 44 W. WISITTE.M.111ar..- 113suksuah. Mo.
4,1111-1.
j E. COULSON,
lakfitAIIIIIHNIII411 4-ft444,41g4t54C.411141t1411KIIIIHWAHRIN1~411
.11.P MINCH,
Steam and hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. lhiru
&Wolff
We have a ..e ected line of pleas-
ing waylay:E.
:lazy of theta are unique, and
original in design.
You can choir+e something dainty
and ornamental from our stock
that will not be worn common.
If you aim ti be "different" we
sea help you.
Wedding Gifts
Jeweler
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 4/14-a NISIDIDNCE PHONE pas
WINDOW
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
4-
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AF T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE AF PLIED TO ANY WINDOW 01
TRANSOM. .IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADNITPS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGRDNABI E
IT III APPROPRI ATE /N DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FS ONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF TIM
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATION'S OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
C. 0. Lee. 315 Sway.
Mattil, Unger alb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
30 B. TRIED STREW: PADUCAH. KY
sons of both sexes crowded into filthy
and dilapidated buildings with a ca-
pacity for 45o persons only. They
sleep on broken cots, relics of the
last American occupation. Congress
wade an appropriation to enlarge the
asylum but the money was never ex-
pended. The conditions are very lit-
tle better than under Spanish con-
trol. Governor Magoon will takp
steps to ereceadditional buildings an0
remedy the abuses. 
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A Splendid investment for Quick Profits. Buy now the Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTA
N Mining Compa-
ny, of Tonopah, Nevada. 100,000 Shares--Par Value $1.00, Fully Paid and Non-
Assessable--Offered at 10 cents per Saare
Property and Location
The most notable facts of the company 
are that owns proven gold_ and silver-bearing 
land; not only is the ore there, but it is there in quantities, an apparently inexhaustible supply of pay ore. The Company
owns the Gregory Group of five claims situated i
n the famous MANHATTAN DISTRICT,
 and also has several claims in the LONE MOUNT AIN DISTRICT. Both these Districts are the riche
st in the WORLD.
The tunnels have been opened up on the Lone 
'Mountain claims and indications point to 
striking large bodies of high-grade ore carrying values in Gold and Silver. A 4
Mining Has Built Many Great, Fortunes
Nothing so surely offers large returns as a go
od Mining Stock. Probably you do not re
alise how many people there are who are enjoying a regular income as a result fro m investing in Mining Stocks. There
are thousands of them, and they are largely 
those who bought their stock when the 
opportunity was first o ffered to secure shares at a low price before the company had begun RhtunGo -dmptaaAyd dividends. Stocks 
of many
investors  a trosc 
stock 
in n.th dividendse piT 
PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN 
many 
mining companies have advanced frora a few 
cents a share to prices ranging from Iwo to 
$150o a share in value, anndgtbeasspidtzahanypepoparid bitayckant d NtimesHA  whatAN  theym IN  firstm G
in ve s t e
purchase 
Many of the companies are paying from too 
per cent. to too°. per cent. in dividends on th
e first price of the stock.
YOU do not grasp this opportunity and secure a good share of wealth
COM-
PANY at to CENTS a share means success to 
you; and that means hous es, good living
, travel, education and s..cial privileges for your children. 
If
you are likely to be classed as a failure. Ti
e proposition is in the hands of men
 whose ability and integrity cannot be questioned, and these me n pledge themselves to see that each and eve
ry investor in the enterprise
receives an equal division of the profits. Experts 
have examined the property, and it is the uni
versal opinion that it has a wonderful future.
Organizaation
The Company is organized under the laws of t
he state of Nevada, CAPITAL STOCK OF 
81,000.0 o, DIVIDED INTO SHARES OF THE PAR VALUE OF
TREASURY, which will be sold as required for development fro
m time to time.
10 Per Cent Share, Cash or Installments
$1.00 EACH; eoo,c.00 SHARES ARE IN THE
We want to impress upon you the fact that you don't have to
 be rich in order to become a shaseh° 'der in this splendid
 Company. The price of shares is only toe, and you can b
uy as few as one hundred
(zoo). $ro.00 worth. If you are not in a position to pa
y cash for all the shares you desire to ow
n we will accept a small payment down with the order, the remainder to be paid in five 
monthly installments. Suppose
and thereafter $1.5o per month for five months and the stock will be paid for. It's very eas
y—anyone can afford to do this.
you want to invest $ro-oo in this company; simply send
 us $2.5o with your order for too shares.
Almost everyone has enough money in a year 
to buy them an interest in this Company
 which would make them independent for life. Send in your order today. The following
 table will show you just how many
_ —
shares your money will buy, the amoune you send if you wan
t to pay all cash, and the plan for monthly payment
s:
What, Your Money Will Buy
too shares  
ro.00 cash or $ 2.50 cash and $ 1.5o per month for 5 months
•1 aoo shares 
20.00 cash or 5.00 cash and 3.00 per month for 5 
months
30o shares 
30:00 cash Or 5.00 cash and 5.00 per month f
or 5 months
• 
aoo shares  
eo.00 cash or sno cash and 7.00 per month f
or 5 months
5o.00 cash or 5.00 cash and
soo shares 
8.00 per month for 5 months
6$$ shares  6o.
00 cash or ro-oo cash and ro.00 per month f
or 5 months
Boo shares  
80.00 cash or toxic) cash and i4.00 per month for 5 
months
1,000 shares   
 
100.00 cash or 20.00 cash and 16.00 per m.,
nth for 5 months
2,000 shares
r •
soo.00 cash or eo.00 cash and 32.000 per mon
th for 5 months
5,000 shares  
 
soo.00 cash or roo.00 cash and 80.00 per month 
for 5 months
10,000 ties  
1,000.00 cash or 2oo.00 cash and 16o.00 per month f
or 5 months
sh 
•
In offering this stock we present it as a 
solid and safe investment, not a speculation. T
he resources of
their properties and the amount of rich o
re seems so inexhaustible that WE RECOMM
END THE PUR-
CHASE OF THIS STOCK TO 
EVERY INVESTOR.
MACKAY, MUNROE & CO
BANKERS AND BROKERS
GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Gentlemei:
I hereby subscribe for  shares (at roc
_
per share) of the Capital Stock of the PITTSBURG-MANHATTAN
MINING COMPANY of Tonopah (par value $1.00 per share) for which
find enclosed $ 
Please issue stock in name or:
Name (in full) 
Street and No. 
City or Town 
State 
Yours truly,
Signature 
Put Name of Your Paper Along This Line 
:
•
Officers and Directors
ROBERT M. WINTER (Land Trust Company. Pitts
burg), President. T. THOMER 
(Tonopah), Vice-President.
E. G. MINARD (Mine Owner and Operator, Tonopah)
, Secretary. E. B. CUS
HMAN (Cashier State Bank and Trust Co., Tonopah,), Treasurer
W. B. MARTHOLOMEW (Tonopah & Goldfield Railroad 
Co., Tono-pah,), Director.
•
100,000 Shares of the Above Stock are now Offered for Publ
ic Subscription at Ten Cents per Share
MAIL APPLICATION WITH REMITTANCE---CHECK, DRA
FT, P. 0 or EXPRESS MONEY ORDER---TODAY FOR 
THE NUMBRR OF SHARES YOU DESIRE.
CERTIFICATES WILL BE IMMEDIATELY FORWARDED ON
 RECEIPT OF YOUR LETTER
Address All Communications To
ackav, Munroe & Co.
-••-.-•m•Roerrn, _me*. TP-
•
BILAONGIK:ERS Goldfield Ney•-.
RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES 
WANTED EVERYWHERE.
•
ov
•
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LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING (*MANYIncorporated.
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding Yellow u Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R
Finish Pine Poplar 
Beech Walnut Elm
Lath
Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH OD OAK FLOORING, END:MATC
HED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
REXAL , SUIT RESULT
COLD TABLETS OF FIGHT
CURE LA GRIPPE, PR
EVENT
COLDS, RELIEVES C
OUGHS,
FEVERISH CONDITIONS 
AND
HEA DACHES AS
SOCIATED
WITH A COLD. L
IKE ALL
REXALL REMEDIES M
ONEY
PACK IF NOT SATISF
IED.
WPHERSONS
DRUG STORE
FOURTH AND BROADWA
Y
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo, 15.6, falling.
Chattanooga. 7.0, falling.
Evansville, 8.9, falling.
Florence, 5.5, rising.
Jlohnsonville. 7.9, rising.
Louisville. 47, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 1.5, falling.
Nashville, 10.5, rising.
Pittsburg. 8.3. rising.
Davis Island Dam, 7.6,
St. Louis, 6.8, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 8.3, falling.
Paducah, 9.8, falling.
Burnside, 1.4. falling.
Carthage. 4.4. falling.
The steamer Catherine is due 
from
Cairo.
The Bernice got out for the 
Ten-
nessee river yesterday after 
ties.
The Wilford has returned 
from
Cairo where she delivered a 
tow of
ties.
Captain Gordon of the Charles Tu
r-
ner, is ill with malarial fev
er.
The Turner expects to get o
ut to-
night, her broken shaft having 
been
e's repaired.
ti
rising.
Major James H. Ashiraft is in
Louisville. where he stopped ove
r to
join his wife, while he was en route
borne from the waterway's con
vention
at Portsmouth, Ohio. Mr. Hen
ry A.
Peter and wife returned from
 the
convention Sunday.
The wickets in the new dam, 
No.
8. at Pittsburg, crippled four 
_towboats
the first day the wickets were 
used.
In going upstream over wickets 
tow-
boats navigate slowly, but the 
cur-
rent was so strong over No. 2 
that
• the boats had to run under 
a full
head of steam. The accidents are e
x-
plained by those acquainted with the
workings of the machinery of a mov-
able dam, who say that the towboats
in running over the dam under full
head of steam created a suction which
drew the wickets out of their pdace
and that the rear ends of the boats
!:truck the rising wickets.
The t. A. Wocidruff is at work on
the lower titer.
The Lucile is doing some towing
for the government at Frankfort, Ky.r 
R F. KELLY SUED RYMAN
LINE OF STEAMBOATS
AT DOVER.
Kelly Brothers and Chief Clerk Con-
ners of Buttorff, Had Fight Some
Weeks Since.
At Dover, Tenn., a $10,000 damage
suit has been filed against the Ryman
company that owns the steamboat H.
W. kiuttorff, as result of a general
tight aboard the craft while she
lay at the paducah wharfboat several
weeks ago. The suit was instituted
by R F. Kelly of Dover.
Last month Kelly and two brothers
came to this city on business, and
finishing their mission, boarded the
steamer Buttorff which lay at the
wharf here, preparatory to returning
home. The new shoes R. F. Kelly
had on hurt his feet so he entered a
stateroom for a moment to change
the foot gear. Chief Clerk L. T. Con-
ners of the craft, asked Kelly to come
out of the stateroom, and a fight en-
'tied as result of a war of words. The
. Kelly's were worsted, their faces be
ing pummeled up. and they claimed
Conners used brass knucks on them.
Conners accuses the Kelly's with cut-
ting him. Conners was held to 
the
circuit court grand jury on trial being
given him here. He gave bond.
Now Kelly on his return to Dover
sues the Rymer line for the amount
of damages mentioned.
Soules
Balm
For
Chapped
Skin
25c
Favorite in Paducah
tor 30 years.
Now Made and Sold by
-
••••••1111M1
R. W. W ILKER CO.,
Fifth and Eroullway.
Both Phones 175.
About 500,000 bushels of coal got
out from Pittsburg on the rise the
other day.
The towboat Iron Age is undergo-
ing repairs on the Elizabeth, Pa..
marine ways.
Dam No. 2 was damaged to a con-
siderable extent during the rise on the
river a few days ago.
The towboat Harvester is lying at
Liverpool Point, opposite the mouth
of Clark's river, receiving her wheel
The boat will be ready for service
about the first of November
The William Edenborn left Pitts-
burg Thursday for Shreveport, La.
She is towing the new transfer boat
Angola. which is built to carry four-
teen loaded cars. These boats were
built to operate across the Mississip-
pi rivet at Shreveport. La.
The towboat Sprague is on her
way up the Ohio from New Orleans
with a tow of fifty empty coal boats.
The steamer Clyde got-out of the
Tennessee river last night and lays
here until 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before skipping out on her re-
turn that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets out for Cairo. She comes
back ,about 9 o'clock tonight.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in today
from Evansville and skips out imme-
diately on her return that way.
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday. She comes back tomorrow
and gets out immediately for Nash-
ville.
The Henry Harley went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
The City of Saltillo passes out to-
day en route from the Tennessee riv-
er to St. Louis.
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincinnati
tomorrow and lays there until Thurs-
day before getting away on her return
to Memphis.
s
Mrs. Dr. Walker, of Dyersburg,
Tenn., arrived here yesterday to visit
her parents, Captain and Mrs. George
Crumhaugh. She was accompanied
back by her sister. Miss Katie Crum-
baugh, who has been visiting‘her.
Mrs. Henry Dees, wife of the`Mur-
ray banker, and Mrs. Bud Dale, re-
turned last night from making the
round trip to Cairo aboard the steam-
er Dick Fowler. Mrs. Dees 'is the
guest of Colonel and Mrs. Dale.
Mrs. Mailing and Mr. J. J. Harrison
of Union City, Tenn., are visiting
Mrs. R. Green of South Seventh.
Mesdames Laura Fowler and Bettie
Fowler have returned from Chicago.
Misses Marjorie Scott and Lucye
Bruen leave today for St. Louis to
visit Miss Elsie Martin.
Hickman is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Roy McKin-
ney.
Mts. James E. Cooper of tiopkins-
vine is visiting her father, Mr. W. 
H.Riekç
HARROWING TALE
OF THE HURRICANE
MANY MEN WERE DROWNED
IN SIGHT OF HELPLESS
COMRADES.
Russian Ship Saves Forty-Nine
Men From Wreck of
Their Boat.
Key West, Fla., Oct. 22.—Survivors
of one of the houseboats of the
Florida East Railway extension along
the Keys, tell harrowing tales of the
death and destruction caused by the
storm Thursday.
W. P. Dusenberry, a civil engineer
in charge of the work on Long Key,
who miraculously escaped death, ar-
rived bere on the Russian steamer
Jennie, among other survivors
IC scued.
He Mr that boat No. 4. on which
there were 150 men, was struck by
the storm at 5 o'clock Thursday
mornning and driven out into the
gulf. At 6 o'clock the housiboat)be-
gan to break up and the crew in
bunches of two and three were
washed into the sea and drowned.
Some Crushed to Dom&
me went below for protection,
t when the top of the boat was
carried away the waves rushed, in and
the boat soon went to pieces, thirty
or forty of the men being crushed to
death in the collapse,
Iligkialef Dusenberry was in the
hold but succeeded in getting on
a log and floated until Friday night.
On one piece of timber sixteen men
were clinging and nine were hanging
to another. The sides of the house-
boat were crowded wills num
Forty-Nine Men Saved.
The boat turned over three times,
each time reducting the number. The
Russian steamer, Jennie, sighted the
wreckage and succeeded in rescuing
forty-nine men who were broOght
here. Three other steamers with
searchlights were picking up the dead,
and the few left alive when the Jennie
left the scene.
There was another houseboat with
15o on board at Long Key whjch Dis;
senberry thinks was also swept out
to sea. In all ten boats were at
Long Key, mortar mixers, dreges,
and other boats engaged in the work.
HAVOC WROUGHT
BY THE STORM
Will Reach Almost a Million Dollars
. 
ths Republic of Hendspras.„
Mobile. Ala., Oct 22.—The first
news of a terrible West Indian hurri-
cane that visited the towns of Staten,
Tela, Ultilla, Colorado and El Pro-
venio, Honduras, on October 12, was
brought last night by the Norweigian
steamer Harald, Capt. lienrichsen,
that arrived with a cargo of fruit to
the United Fruit Company. A num-
ber of vessels were wrecked, several
destroyed and buildings in each of the
towns mentioned badly damaged, and
the loss of the owners of the fruit
plantations will reach almost a mil-
lion dollars. The British schooner
Southern Queen was thrown on the
beach at Ruatat and went to pieces
in less than an hour's time. The
Harald suffered some damage in the
hurricane while at Rtmtan and will
have to be docked. The cable went
down in the storm, and the Harald
was the first vessel to leave the vicin-
ity. The Harald went on the beach,
and in order to get back into deep
water it was necessary to use an ex-
+ + ++ + + + ++ + * • • • 4. •
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FOR RENT—One room over
Walkers' drug store—Also business
house 21x90 on Third street between
Broadway and Kentucky. Apply to
D. A. YEISER.
Ask your Grocer for "Mama Ja
Flour. Best that's made.
Lost—Open faced, filled case watch,
size 3, with letter "L" engraved on
small shield on outside case. Frank
L Ryon, Greenville, Miss., in en-
graved inside. Finder return to Padu-
cah Marine Railway and eceive re-
ward.
FOR SALE: 25 feet Trusmgtt open
launch. 9 II. P., Magneto, canopy
cushions, in fact complete in every
particular. Fine arrangement for
hnnting and cruising. Perfect order.
Have run here from Chicago. New
last year cost $9oo. Sell for Um
Leave here tomorrow. lefireire this
office.
WANTED--To buy Second band
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.
WANTBID FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-badted unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens ef United
States, of rind iharacter an masse-
rate habits, wbo can tweak. reed and
write Devilish. For informatiisa ap-
ply te Reuniting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L- A. Lagossarsliso.
tra anchor and seventy-eight fathoms
of chain, steaming dead ahead at full
speed. A tidal wave accompanied the
hurricane and swept everything be-
fore it. Capt. Henrichsen reports
that when he left the beaches were
strewn with vessel, of all kinds, in-
cluding three large sailing vessels. No
lives were reported lost at the time
of the sailing of the Herald. Ten
thousand bunches of bananas were re-
ported swept into the sea at Ruatan
and lost, and the officers of the steam-
ers will be unable to get any fruit.
Mr C. O. Lowery of Smithland, ar-
rived here yesterday.
Mr. Al H Bolling, the insurance
adjuster, is here from Louisville.
Ms. -Wilber Williamson of
Albany, Ind., spent Sunday in the
city wilt relatives
Mr. Joseph Allen has returned from
Durant, Miss., where he has been lo-
cated of recent.
Hon Mike Oliver. the attorney, re-
turned last from Benton.
Mrs. Wilber Williamson and her
cousin, Mrs. Thomas McCulloch and
children, have returned home after
visiting relatives here for several
weeks.
Herbert, the popular little son of
City Jailer Thomas Evitts, enter-
tained a party of friends Sunday with
a nutting party to Clark's river bot-
toms, it taking a four horse wagon to!
carry h's numerous guests out there,
where a fine time was had.
—Mayor Yeiser set tomorrow as
time for the city board of supervisorsd
to meet and canvass the protests,'
wherein r anicipal property owners •
claim their holdings are assessed too
high for city tax purposes.
FOR Polite Correspondence
'Special Sale of Fine Box Paper.
Something New, Correct Shape, and
Cloth Finish Stock
We want every lady in Paducah that uses good writing material to
know about our stationary stock. As a special magnet for trade we
offer the Latest Correct Style in Cloth Finish Paper, packed x quire
in a box at
19;
This same paper has always sold at asc and 35c herei.,,,I his
offer good only until October seth.
D. [Wilson at Ilarbovr's Department Store
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Norm Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Meter.
I 554 Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Mease.
I ze Horse Power Motor.
z sea Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
252-213 Nor % Fourth Iliseet.
Now Is The Time
This Is fhe Place
gr_as, g t i:Arrrrl
306 BROADWAY
FREE CATALOG DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
WHY NOT OWN YOU R HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the boom; yes, pay foe it as yam
pay rent. Vacant lots in all pens of tbee ele; Nice lots on ths
proposed car seattanaces an wsose en r ass...k depot and as Agoo
streets from $ao to $ligo each. Buy now oe inetenmen
t pima
while cheap. Tris is the highest ground: to go. efty. pro
perty fe
anvencing repay.
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE it MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATID.
• L llard D. Sanders, Pres. an* V !gr. P hone 765„
Dont Wait 
BUY BEFORE COA/L ADVANCES
TOO LONG COAL Genuine TradewaterReal Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INC. RPORATILD.
Office and Elevator 2nd Aiz Ohio
• Both Phones:- -254
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